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TRAINING FOR DEVELOPMENT EVALUATION PLAN

ERecutjue Summary

purposeJlWI.~. Training for Development is a
unique effort that sends carefully selected Kenyans to the
United States for indiuidually tailored training programs of long
or shart duration. Both public and priuate sector indiuiduals are
included. These SUbgroups are diuersified; ,a priuate sector
trainee may be the owner of 8 small business or 8 second-tier
employee in a branch bank, and a public sector employee may be
a policy maker in 8 ministry or a technician in a parastatal firm.

R four-person team of social scientists was commissioned
to draft a plan for a continuing longitudinal impact eualuation
starting in 1990 (in midprogram) and ending i'n 1994 (the end of
the current funding period). The eualuotion is to produce interim
reports to essist in improuing project operations ond policies
during this funding period, to prouide data-based suggestions
for the design of a potential successor project, and to prouide
information that will permit jUdgment about hOW well the
project hos achieued its objectiues. The eualuationis planned to
document the eHtent and manner in Which trainees capitalize on
their training, and olso to record 8nd understand any difficulties
or shortfalls•

.QuestjQns 1il.U~. Ouerarching questions for the
eualuation were framed by adopting, modifying, and eHtending a
set of [OPS indicatQrs preuiously deuelQped within the project.
The following phrases indicate succinctly the range of topics:
characteristics of persons selected; satisfaction with the
training; deuelQpment Qf careers after return, including
increases in cQnfidence and fQsteringQf Change, recQgnition Qn
the job, and changes in responsibilities; increases in the firm's

size and prosperity (where trainee is at head of enterprise);
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effectiueness in the workplace and in the community, with
particul6r 8ttention to the use made of the U. S. training;
uariables associated with greater effectiueness.

Eualuation strategy. The stUdy will make full use of
documents collected operationally in the coun~e of selection and
monitoring of training, which haup. not hitherto been

systemoticl'Uy analyzed. The principal supplement8ry sourve of
data will be G series of structured inferunews with returnees and
(on a sample basis) with superiors and 8ssoci6tes.

Because trainees return to Kenya Ul an uneuen flow, the
date for 8 particular inqusry is pegged to the person's date of
return. The eualuator'$ first interuiew is sc~eduled for SiH to
nine months post-return. Departures from .the pion to obtein all
data ot comparable dates will be necessary; fGf eHample, many
'(raineeswill be past the nine-month point when the eualuation
5t8rts. Three interuiews are called for insofar as they are
feosible, the second and third coming 18-21 and 30-33 months
past return. These interuiews can trace the eHtended Empactsof
trainees (both within the trainees' workplaces and, mere
brvadly, in their communities), can eH8mine the effectiueness of
returnees who get new jobs or operr, their own enterprises, ond
can document whethf.f in some cases init1al enthusiasm and
lIigor toper off.

Reporting. Repor'\s will be both formal and .nformsl.
There are three types of formal reports: topical reports,

semi-ennual relJiews, and an end-of·'project summary. Dur.ng
the years of actiue dtata collection, topical reports will address
the moin eualuotion questions or subquestions within them. Rny

such report will be written for the benefit of all interested
parties, 6$ a nontechnic81 communication. (For the typic~E

report there will be supplementary documentation of a more
technical nature that is distributed on an lies needed" bosis.)
The first ri!port on 8 topic will be pl'epared when an adequate
number of returnees haue pr&uided the releuant information;
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thus 8 report abou't particu~fJr responses of short-term trainees
wUI be €l11ailable 8 gear or more prior to 8 comparable report on
long-term tro;nees. R topical report will be updated when and if
a considerable body of new infuranation comes in, or if more
recent facts call into question the first interpretation.

The semi-annual reuiew will prouide 8 brief wri~ten
sumfnary by the eualuator of findings discussed during the

preceding $iH months. This report is for use by t,;SRIO/K in its

interns. reuiew.
finally, the third type of formal report is an end-or-project

recapitulation and update of all findings, with 8 camprehensiue
interpretation.

Timely infunnalreports, perhaps no more then
conuers8ti~n61,will be m6~e wheneuer the eualuator Identifie$
a problem that project implementers should be aware 9f, or
oppartunities fo~' helping a returnee to Bchieu£; his or her

objectiues.

Ooerationa'recommendations. It is recomm~nded that a
single eHperienced eU81uator be engaged full-time for the first
three years of the eualuotion, with a decrease to half-time in
the final year when 8ctiue data collection has ceased.
Continuity is of great importance, but guidelines are prouided
for 8 tr8nsitiol" if the initial eualuator cannot continue after the
second year. Qualifications of the eU8iustor are specified. The
eualuation team found qualified persons in Kenye, but there is
some question concerni:lg the 8uailability of some of them. The
plan specifies step$ to estabiish rapport with returnees and
maintain approprhlte ronfidentiality.
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Beekground of the Ellaluation PI en

Purpose. This paper presents a recommended euoluetion
design to 8ssess the impact of uTraining f3r Deuelopment II (TFD),

8 joint progrnm of the Gouernment of Kenya ~GOK) end the
United states Agency for International Deueloproent (USA ID).

The eue.ufltion plan calls for documenting both the
successes of the trainees in capitalizing on their training, 8S

wen as any difficunies or shortfalls. The plen also proposes
strategies to eHomine, when feasible, the circumstances that
influence impact. Whereas most formal USAID euelu8tion~ of
tnlining seem to halle been conducted by lIisitors coming briefly
to the project site late in the funding period, and then
questioning a limited number of staff and psrticipants, we were
Bsked to plan for continuing and 5ystematic in-country data
collection. The steady deuelopment of information will produce
8 propar h~$tory of project outcomes and will prouide tey
audiences With informatille and lucid reports as the information
becom~s aLl'oilable.

The purposes of the reports include these:

1. To permit interested ~ndiuiduals and groups to jUdge
how well the project is attaining its objectiues, and to
do so in a timely manner.

2. To permit those setting and eHecuting policy to improue
decisions and seruices during the period for wtlich
funding is now committed.

3. To deuelop insights that ttln be us~d in 1993 When the
sponsurs eHpect to consider 8 follow-on project that
would halle similar ouerall objettiues, but that could
haLJIe somewhat different priorities and practices.

4. To prouide data to USA I 0 suitable for use in its periodic
internal reports an~ reuiews.
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Beyond this, it has been suggested to us that this pioneer!ng of (I

system6UC, on-going tr"ining impact eU(l~uationmay ultimately
contribute to USRID eualuotion planning in other countries.

flonning Dctiuitjes, Before turning to the specific
questions the eIJ81uation win address, which der-iue from these
olJerarching purposes, we summarize the steps t6ken in
deueloping the pion.

The four~member team &f Jcshutj Rkongl8~ lee Cronbeth,

Rnne fDeuret, aodHorold teu@ne me~ inN~irobi from Rpril 16 to

27, 1990 to plan the impact eualuaUon design for TFD. Prier to
that meeting, Cronbactl and Leu;ne each interviewed two TfD
participants attending schools inCaliforni8 ftnd read through
sample documents prouided by Pragma Corporation about the
program and indiuidual participants. In addition, Cronbach spent
three days in WG$hington DC, learning from Cafoline Curtis and

others about 8ctiuities of the Pragma office, eHamining program
documents and dossiers of trainees, interuiewing tlUO oddUicrlnal
trainees, and discussiog the eualuation with Larry Cooley of MS I
and with loan Moser' of pragmo. 8lso, Cronbech eHamined
archiual documents assembled at the Rcademy tor Educational
Deuelopment and the USA ID library, including both
representatiue eualuations of out-of-country training end
reports from study qroups making recommendations about such
eualuations.

While in Kenya, the planning team met with

representatiues of the four eualuation user groups - Pragma,
the Priuate Sector Steering Committee, the Public Sector
Steering Committee, and USRID/K - both to introduce the team
and its tentat~ue agenda, and to solicit from these audiences
their probable eualuation data needs. The p~anning team spent

the majority of its time d~bating the merits of uarious
evaluation alternatiues and writing (and critiqueing) drafts of
key features of the overall design. Moin questions for the
eualuation were identified using as points of departure the

scope of work dated April 9, 1990 and the onneHed EOPS
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document. On numercus occasions the 1eam confer-red with the
eualuntion users Gbout these key features, and attem~ted to
address their $pe~ific concerns ond interests. Ms. Teresa
MurayG of HRD ond Mrs. Rosemary Wanj8u of the Directorate of
Personnel Management (DPM) met with the team frequently

throughout this period and prouided ualuable aduice and counsel
to the teom.

The eueluation planning team 81so designed and pilot
tested an interview protocol for use With returnees and one for
employer!superuisofs. The team interuiewed potential
.coodid8te§ for the eualuator position and collected additional
resumes. Finally, the eualuation planning team prepared a
bulleUzed list of the key elements of the TFD eualuation design.
This was presented to a meeting of potential eualuation users
for their comments and suggestions 8t 8 debriefing on April 26.
(I ndiuiduals With whom we discussed the ellaluation plan are
listed in RnneH R).

This report was drafted in the United States by Cronbach

and Leuine, and is ultimately their responsibility. Howeuer, both
Akong'a and Fleuret h8IJe approued the main ideas of the
elJl81uaUon plan following their reuiew of an interim draft. Rs no
prouision has been mude for statements of reseru8tions, the
re8der should not assume that aU four persons are in accord
with ellery statement.

Questions to Be Addressed

The aims of the eualuetor's work are best seen in the
questions to be studied. These questions (stated s:Jccinctly
below, and amplified in RnneH D) reflect the gen~r81 purposes for
the eualuation as. stated 8boue, as well 8S the EUPS and higher

order outputs included in the logical framework matriH, and
additional concerns eHpressed by the eualuation user audiences
interuiewed in Nairobi by the eU81uation design team. A code
phrase is 8ppende~ to each question; when we later refer to 8
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specific question by number, the phrase will remind the reader
of the thrust of the question.

1. What are the characteristics of trainees $elected to
date (including their trsining goals fllnd plans)? How
does this differ with respect to public us. priuate, men
us. women, short-term us. long-term treining,
professional specialization? fL. ,haracterilticsl

2. Do the returnees jUdge their training to halle been
appropriate? In what respects W8S at less than
satisfactory? fL report .un training}

3. What are the usual courses of career deuelopment of
trainees following their return? .Career deuelonmentl

4. Does the returnee report increased confidence in
his/her abilities •.•
(0) to perform more effectiuely on the job?
(L confidence: workl
(b) to be an effectiue agent of change?
!L confidence: chongel

5. [For returnees who are responsible for enterprises J: By
what percentage has each of the following increased
since date of return (or since last reporO?
lEconomi.t. data)
(a) Number of employees in the firm
(b) Gross seles or intake of the enterprise
(c) Net book ualue of the firm
(d) Percentage of s81es to the eHport market

6. [For retcsrnees not at head of enterprises): Has the
returnee receiued increased recognition and
responsibility on the job? I s the returnee uiewed by
others as more effectiue professionally after hauing

U.S. training? (s1Jl.b. ItatYll
7. n6S the returnee been making a substantial contribution

in the workplace since return (or in the economy more
broadly)? To what eHtent does the returnee trace this
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contribution to e~ements in the U.S. training?
(Work effectiuenessl

8. Can the returnee cite instances of being effectiue in the
community outside the workplace since return? To
what eHtent does the returnee attribute any contri
butions to his or her community to elements in the U.S.

training? (community itlfectiuenessl
9. What uoriables are associated with greater or less

contribution by returnees? (Correlates Jlf effectiuenessl

The terms "leadership" &.:~d "professional leadership" are
prominent in project documents and W""J were asked to keep this
aspect of the troining objectiues prominent in the euoluotion
plan. We haue done so, but many kinds of behauior desirediD
returnees ctln be regarded as aspects of leadership; we find it
best to refer to them by more specific names. The following are
eHample~ of specific kinds of action about Which the eualuator is
to inquire.

Proposing innouatioDS or changes in practice
Guiding the deuelopment of other persons
Disseminating ideas (e.g. about quality control) to persons

in the some field of work
Making contributions to community or work groups
Managing a work group effectiuely

Asking What the person has done that eHemplifies such styles is
a better technique than asking about abstract traits such as
lI uision" and .. adoptability."

General Features of (uoluotion Design

The euoluotion design has the following general features:

1. The euoluotion is scheduled to run for the four years
remaining of the TFD program. It will allow a
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longitudinal study of the deuelopment of returnees'
careers end job and community impacts.

2. The eualuotion will emphasize qualitetiue dota 
primtllrily from ~electiue returnee and employer/
superuisor interuiews repeated oller time. On some
points~ structured instruments will be used to obtain
information thot can be directly tabulated and
summarized quantitatiuely.

3~ For trainees who luill depart after the ellaluation is
launched, there should be 8 strong predeparture effort
to enlist their sUbsequent cooperation by stressing the
eualuation goals and the nature ond timing of their
hoped-for contribution.

4. Reports should address somewhat different eualuation
que;tions in 8ach year of the eualuation effort. That is,
dato releuant to indiuidu81 eualuation questions will
.. mature" as II walles U of types of trainees return to
Kenya (see RnneH C for detuils of the timing and types
of reports). Ellery SiH months, synchronized With
USRID/K procedures of program reuiew, the eualuator
will relliew hig~lights of interim topical reports and
other obserllations to answer the basic question of
"What has been learned about TFO during the past SiH
months?"

5. Though a blueprint for the four-year life of the
eualuation is prouided, the eualuator is strongly
encouraged to modify both the qvestions and research
strategies as he or she becomes familiar with the
situations of trainees and the interests of users. The
eualuator will mnintain constant contact With
eualuation user groups to identify their euoluing

information needs.
6. Though the eualuation is primarily concerned with

impact, it will augment data alreG~Y being collected by
Pragma on the process component of the training.
Specifically, it will collect date on returnees'
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satisfaction with their U.S. training and their ability to
apply whot they haue learned. The eualuator will also
speak to such users 8S Pragma or the DPM when
problems meriting early consideration are identified.
(We also recommend that stakeholders in the process
eualuation th:roughly rethink training eualuation
instruments and coordinate their efforts with the
future TFD impact ellaluator).

Particularly important in our thinking hos bl!!en the
appropriateness of an eHtended follow-up of returnees. TFD is
an unusual, perhaps unique project, prouiding custom-tailored
training for unusually qualified and remarkably uaried selectees.
It is appropriate to ask not only what contributions trainees
make, but whether the training typically hes a sufficient long
run impact to justify the intensive effort to indiuidualize the
programs and the high cost associated wit~ some of the plans.

"Long-run" is to be emphasized especiall~.oi in this program.
The fact that a returnee has learned computer skills and applies
them in his or her own work may be SUfficient to justify the

, inuestment that was made. I f, after the trainee has
demonstrated what can be done, he or she becomes a resource
for others in his workplace, prouiding them with training and
aduice, the sponsors stlould be better pleased with the return on
inuestment. R sttH greeter return is conceiuable, howeuer, if
this returnee eHtends his or her eHpertise into firms other than
their own, by offering training courses or organizing user groups
for eHample. This eHtended "multiplier effect" may be the most
significant impact of the training, but it is unlikely to be
apparent on an appreciable scale in the first year after return.

Rnother consideration is that the training is tailored to fit

both theindiuiduols selected and the problems in their
workplace that the training will help them solue. Rlthough the
returnees are eHpected to return to their workplaces, it is
understood that in large organizations assignments will change.
Occasionally, too, troinees will leoue their posjUons and start
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enterprisAs of their own. Only some time aner return, when the
returnee is settled into 8 second work role (if this docs, indeed,
heppen), can one hope to jUdge whether the training was so
specifit to the orig5nal work role that it lacked long-term impact

or that - gratifyingly - it was highly transferrable and promises
to haDe a long-liued impact.

Eualuation Reports

Reports will be of seueral styles.

1. Conuersational. The eualuator will meintain regular
contact With the staff of Pragma/N and the HRD office of
USR ID/K. There will also be occasions to interact with
members of the Steering Committees indiuidually.
Within the limits of preseruing confid~ntialityand
auoiding premature conclusions, he/she should fre(;:ly
discuss his or her impressions of returnee successes and

problems.
2. I nformal signals on problems and ~pportunlties. The

eualuator should inform Pragma/N or others in 8

position to take immediate sction when he or she sees
beneficial actions to be taken With regard to indiuldual
trainee$, their U.S. programs, follow-on actiuities in
Kenya, or reintegretion of trainees to their u~orkplaces.

(Rdditional comments follow belc·w.)
3. Topical reports. When sufficient data accumUlate either

to warrant concerted, new data analysis (which win
occur throughout the life of the eualuation) or to require
an update of any of the key eualuation questions, the
eualu8tor UJill prepare a written report. (See additional

comments below).
4. Semi-annual reuiews. Twice a year, ;lrior to the USA ID/K

internal program reuiew, the eualuator will prepare a
short summary of main obseruations and conclusions
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from the prececiifig period for the use of the HRD Office.
(Additional comments follow below.)

5. Fina! summary. R comprehensiue, end-of-project report
orlwhat has been learned. This I~eport will reuiew
earlier topical reports, update aUinform8tion, and draw
implications regarding the program as carried out and
about future prog."'ams of the same nature~

Informal signals. TheelJaluator will be in an eHtelient
positio~~ to identify difficulties faced by treinees 8nd uneHpected
problems in trainee ~election or the training it~elf. These
problems csn be IIflagged- and refer-red to the releuant user.
These report$ win generally be oral and made to only one or two
persons who win jUdge whether to act or not. The euaIU8~or's

role is one of signaling potential problems oropportunities,not
rnaking decision!. Rn eHample might be the identification of 8

misunderstanding about funding of trainees while in the u.s. that
a change in predeparture orientation could be eHpected to
circumuent.

, Rnother eHample: while interuiewing, the evaluator will
notice opportunities for the kind of follow-on support that
Pragma/N is no,w prolSiding.. ThUS, a returnee may indicate that
persons holding similar positions in separate institutions should
be eHchanging ideas, pruuiding mutual support, or otherwise
collaborating. lhe eualuator may properly 'encourage such
thoughts, suggest that the returnee ask whether Pragma can
help, and encourage Pragma to consider the case. This .
recommendation depertsfrom the stereotyped uiew of 'the
eLBaluator as a scorekeeper on the Sidelines Who neuer
interuenes, but it is consistent with the spirit of TFf).

lopicol reports. The main written evaluation reports
probflbly should haue 8 two-tier format. The first tier would be
a readable teHt of a few pages (perhaps 3-5). TheteHt should be
more like 8 news story than Uke an eHecutiue "summ"ry" ;it
~',10uld use anecdotes and direct quotes to giue a lJiLlid sense of
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successes and problems. We recommend this style because a
princfpul aUdience consists of eHtremely bUSy members of
Steering Committeeso They will wish to hear the eVblufltor's
story, but are likely to set aside any bulky document.

Usually th~se repor~f will have II second tier that includes
back-Up materials providing fuller documentation, typically as
anneHes (see section ilelow for further discussion of content of
anneNes). The longer documentation provided in the anneHes
would haue the HRo office and Pragma as its main audiepril!S, but
should be available to recipients of the short teHt who request it
(or sections of it). (EHamples of two evaluation reports appear
in RnneH E; one is topical, and the other demonstrates the
eHtended form of documentation.)

In keeping With the "news story" orientation, anyone
interim report should heaue a centrol theme rather than
·sweeping together Whatever diverse information has come in
during a Ume period. There may well be a number of such news
reports during a year, prepared only after a sufficient number of
cases have accumulated to make a report fe8s~ble. Only the
integrative end-of-project report would cover 8 wide range of
topics.

The evaluator should primarily tell the story of events in a
way that permits others to jUdge What is satisfactory and
unsatisfactory, rather thah offer such jUdgments. However, he
or she should give emphasis to those findings that seem tobe
most useful either to document successes or to raise questions
about aspects of th~ project (e.g., the relation of length of
training to potential benefits). The evaluator can appropriately
state ques~ionsmeriting attention.

Reports shoutd carry caveats whenever data are sketChy.
The reports should be candi.d., not slanted toward success
stories. Reports can highlight policy questions to which the data
are. relevant but should be factual, leaving policy and value
jUdgments to recipients. Draft reports will be submitted for
reuiew bf~fore they are finalized.
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Data reduction JlDJ1 analysis ill topical reports. The dota
analyses reported in the anneHes will take different forms
depending upon the eualuationquestion being addressed and the
nature of the releuant datobase. Qualitr.tiue data reduction and
analysis methods will be used, 8S appropria'te, to document - in
narratiue form - both the successes and" failures" of indiuidual
trainees and to eHomine changes in trainee succe$S OU2r time.
Such methods, and a narratiue data presentation style, will 61so
be used for thematic analyses (e.g., aD analysis of "obstacles" to
effectual impact, or of culturally sensitiue indicators of job
effectiuenes$), for analyses of returnees' perceptions of
changes in their job effectiueness (With, for a subsample,
corroborating da~a from employers/superuisors and/or fellow
workers), ond for discussions of changes in the returnees'
conceptualizatit'ns of the change process and in their strategies
as change agents.

Quantitatiue measures, on the other hand, will be employed
to prouide some me8sure of change in returnee status (e.g., in
the form of incre8sed responsibilities, promotions, salary
raises), descriptiue statisticc of trainee characteristics (e.g.,
number of people trained by t!Jpe of occupation), "balance
sheet" types of analyses (e.g., number of employees in the firm;
gross sales), and crosstabulalions of outcome indicators
compared by trainee characteristics, training, and work setting
factors. The results typically will be presented as numerical
summaries cast in the form of tables or charts, or embedded in
narratiue accounts.

Semi-annual reujews. In order to address USRID/K internal
program reporting schedules, the eualuator will prepare semi
annual reports. These relatiuely brief, written presentations will
summarize, in narratiue form, the findings of the topical reports
prepared since the last reporting cycle; update, as appropriate,
cumulatiue frequencies related to programmatic achieuements;
and summarize, in tabUlar form, changes in the status of SUb
groups of trainees (e.g., priu8te, short-term). In addition, the
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euoluator may uery likely be asked by the HDO office to identify
in this report the emerging topical areas (and eualuation
au«Hence concerns) to be inuestigated during the neHt siH-month
period.

Sct~edulingof Eualuation Operations

Becommended policies regulating 1U. schedule. R number
of principles must be balanced in scheduling data collection and
reports. In deueloping a suggested schedule we haue
considered the points itemized below. They should be
reconsidered continuaUy as the aualuator reuises the schedule in
the light of a more accurate picture of the setuation.

1. Data collection in our eualuation plan is geared to the
time of departure ("0") and time of return (RR") which
wili uary for each trainee. ThUS, in the abbrelliation
which we shall frequently use, the code liB + 3" indicates
data collection for an indiuidual three months after their
return to Kenya. "0 - 1.. , on the other hand, indicates

. data collection one month prior to departure. The target
liB + ....1 time points should be identified in the
eUlllDator's ouerall plan for each trainee, together with
the instruments and procedures to be applied at each
date.

2. The returneesl Willingness to respond places a
significant limitation on the frequency of questioning.
We are confident that returnees will willingly supply
two appropriately spaced interuiews. There may be
fewer who participate in a third ·interuiew because so
much of their story has been preuiously told, and

because loyalty to the project will erode With time.
Still, we plan on a third interuiew as it is likely to yield
worthwhile data. We recommend against scheduling
four interuiews for any returnee.
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3. Formal reports on sUbsets of trainees should be made
after enough cases accumulate to warrant serious
interpretation. Impressions based on fewer than shl
trainees in a giuen category may be of sufficient
interest to some audience that they can properly be
communicated i1 flagged U. prelimjoaru hints. Indeed,
there might be informal communication between
eualua~orand user if the eHperience Of only one
returnee !uggests a nouel, potentially significant
finding.

While no rule of thumb is adequate, a rough guideline is
that 10 cases per cell would normally be the minimum
for the main theme of a topical report. (R cell would be
"priuate returnees who supplied information" when the
priuate/public contrast is the topic.)

4. Because USRID/K will need to draw upon the eualuation
as part of its semiannual reuiew process, the eualuator,

must haue reports on substudies ready by February-
March and Rugust-September of each year.

5. I t is desirable to discuss different questions in each
reporting period. This policy permits writer and reader
to focus on what is news. New topics become ripe for
discussion when sufficient data accumulate. Topics
preuiously couered ought not be rehashed on the b8Sis
of a small number of additional cases unless those cases
cast doubt on the preuious conclusion.

Estimated flow Jl1 returnees. Because trainees depart for
the u.s. and return at staggered interuals, eualuation actiuities
should be essentially year-round. We haue eHamined the flow of
returnees (moking projections of future return dates) and
calCUlated the number of trainees who will be auailable for data
collection at uarious times. Our estimates are fo~nd in RnneK C,

along with a proposed schedule for collecting data.
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Instruments uJ11b..eJr Icti!:,duUng, AnneN B prouides ft fulB
accoun1 of tl:Je insiruments on which the eualuation nlUI remy,
Bosically, they foU into two scts: those collected operationally
during the selection process end the deuelopment and
mo~itoringof tnsining, and those added for the purpose of the
eU8~u8th)fi.

The documents now aU5i18lble in Pragma files includ£: only
biographieftl information on the trainee snd a statement of
his/her goals, They describe the program arranged for the
tr8inee~ :Jnd record the trainee1s statements on the ualue of
each segment of the eHperience, They include 8 comparatiuely
formal (and immediate) post-return eualu8tion,

This base is remarkably complete, but we haue added 8

questionnaire to be filled in about 8 month bif$fore departure,
because a selectee may change his goals end future
eHpectations when 8S much as a yeer elapses between
application and departure,

To mGue toward impact assessment, we haue added
interuiews with the returnee and (for 8 fraction of the cases)
with a superuisor and/or with fellow workers (of equillalent or
lower status), These interuiews are to follow a structured
pattern that will pose similar questions to each interuiewee and
yet allow for their diuerse situations, The interuiew agenda ore
closely IinkeJ to the main questions of the ellaluation, as can be
seen at the end of RnneH B,

We propose that each returnee be interuiewed three times,
once after he or she has been back in Kenya for approHimately
SiH to nine months, and again at yearly interuals, This schedule
will be modified for early and late returnees, but when fully
achieued it will giue ualuable information on the cumulatiue
effect of the training and the euolution of the returnee's
leadership - or, in some cases, of a tailing off of enthusiasm and
innouation,

Rs an adjunct to the qualitatiue eualuation, 8 USRID/K form
for collecting quantitatiue economic data is to be used if - after

considering the whole plan, that appears aduisable to the
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eualuator. The questions would be posed only to those
managers or owners who are in 8 position to make a substantial
difference in the number of employees and the balance sheet.

Ideally, thes~ economic data forms would be mailed to
returnees on a regular basis. Howeuer, we haue been aduised
that mail surueys of this sort typically are not successful in
Kenya, due both to the local mail system and to the lack of
discretionary time of the returnees to complete such surueys.
We propose, inste8d, that they be admiqistered by the eualuator
when he or she undertakes the yearly interview as described
abulle.

Recommended Rdministrfttiue Rrrangements

Leuel JU effort. We enujsion a single eHperienced eualuator
who becomes thoroughly familiar with the information on all the
indiuiduals (eHcept, perhaps, the uery late returnees). Hauing
considered alternatiues that might diuide responsibility between
two or more inuestigators, we do not recommend such an
approach. It glues much less assurance that the field work will
be of high quality and that the report writer has full knowledge
of the cases.

In the first year the eualuator will organize files, fill gaps
in information preuiously filed, and code data for the computer.
Before data collection can begin on a regUlar basis, instruments
need to be put in final form. Euen so, the eualuator should moue
promptly into data collection because numerous selectees and
returnees are ftlready at the point in their time schedule when
an interuiew or other probe is called for. There is more such,
work to be done in the early days of the eualuation because of
the backlog of trainees who haue been back in Kenya for 8 year
or'more. Euen during this start-up period, there obuiously will

be a demand for eualuation reports.
The eualuator's duties will shift as the work progresses.

Once the schedule is established the project secretary can make
the necessary mailings and can enter much of the information
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from responses into the computer. The evaluator will continue
to have a large number of interuiews to make and will have
fuller case histories to digest. By 1992 the data become
s:-~·ficient for contrasts of broad subdivisions of returnees,
wtdch permits a beginning of jUdgment about eHplanations of
effects and noneffects.

Late in 1993, data collection will be reduced to a minimum,
and the main effort in 1994 wiH go into organizing the final
report. It should update and strengthen (or revise) answers to
all questions which were covered in prior reports but based upon
incomplete returns.

This work calls for a fUll-time evaluator (with
qualifications as discussed below) until mid-1993. Rfter that, it
may be desirable to scale the evaluator back to half-time. The
work also requires a half-time secretary.

The lone evaluator we envision will probably require
b6Ckup from an adviser who has greater eHperience in
collecting, encoding, and interpreting qualitative information. R
limited number of consulting days per year would do much to
ensure the social science quality of reports. One option is to
engage 8 resident of Kenya such as Joshua Rkong'a or Rnne
Fleuret; the other is to bring a qualified evaluator from the
United States. We do not recommend between the choices.

Services of a resident eHpert will be much less eHpensive
and can be spaced more euenly. We recommend four spaced
weeks (20 days) of consulting in the first year, and 5-10 days in
SUbsequent years primarily for review of draft reports. If 8 U.S.
consultant is brought an, we recommend 8 visit of not less than
eight working days 3 to 6 months after the evaluator starts to
work. The same consultant can usefully return for fiDe working
days 12 months later, when analysis and interpretation are
becoming more intensive.

Contracting options. The planning team considered three
contracting options for the evaluation. We begin with the one

we favor.
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1. Full-time evaluator hired under.a.n. R.I.P. Personal
Services Contract. This approach would engege on
individual completely dedicated to the TFD evaluation
and fully accountable to the uariou~ user groups. R
further advantage is that a single individual would
assume coordinating responsibiUty for all phases of the
evaluation, thereby ensuring uniformity of effort. "With
thorough screening of candidates it should be possible
to select someone with the diverse skills the evaluation
requires.

The disadvantage is that a four-year commitment may
be hard to obtain. At best, one could not be confident
that the person will remain on the job. We should insist
on an ironclad two-year commitment from applicants
reaching the short list; provision for handoff to 8

successor must be a clear contract requirement.
Handoff would include personal introductions to the
returnees of the new hire by the outgoing evaluator.
There are minor details to be worked out under this
option, having to do with specifics such as office space,
telephone, a microcomputer, and secretarial help.
Insofal" as we can jUdge, this option is the most
promising.

2. f.!IJ1 time evaluator hired hi Pragmu& A second
possibility is to contract With Pragma to prouide
facilities and engage on eualuator who would be chosen
as under option (1). This simplifies bUdgeting and the
logistical matters. However, questions do arise about
the independence of the evaluator, the appearance of
integrity in the evaluation, and the commitment to on
impact rather than a process ellaluation. Process is
appropriately the main concern of Pragma officers.
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Possible "conflict of interest" per se is not necessarily a
ruling considerstion.

3. Contracting with .II. consulting firm. Some parts of the
eualuator's responsibility - notably interpretstion and
reporting to multiple audiences - would benefit from a
high leuel of sophistication. Fieldwork and data
organization, although demanding, are tasks usually
performed by suitably trained juniors. R consulting firm
could prouide a miH of junior and senior t8h1nt. The
planning team did interuiew two indiuiduals from one
apparently eHcelient firm and discussed our
reseruations with them. We were told that in their
mode of operation a senior inuestigator would monitor
the TFo eualuation at all times, and would himself cOUect
data; and that the senior members of the firm would be
responsible for data analysis, eualuation reportf., and
the like. Upon further probing it became clear that the
senior inuestigators had other major responsibilities
(nominally full time) and that at least some data
collection would probably be conducted by graduate
stUdents. When we add in the risks that the juniors
would be giuen more responsibility than they should
carry and that there tends to be considerable turnouer
among junior staff, we came to uiew the option of a
consulting firm as undesirable.

We turn now to a question we haue been often asked,
"Does the workload require a fUll-time eualuator?" The planning
team belielJes that it does, at least for the first three years of
the effort. The work scope calls for introductory meetings with,
and data collection from, all departing (future) trainees, close
liaison with pregma/N and Pragma/W, at leftst two (and, most
likely, three) waues of interuiews with returnees, project
monitoring, report writing, coordination with eualuation user
groups, and the like. Generally, the eualuator will be operating
on most of these fronts at the same time.
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Beyond this are two other important considerations. (a)"
less-than-full-time eualuator win haue other work
commitments and thus be less able to re~pond in a tin,ely
manner to the requiremen,ts of the TFD eualuation. (b) It will
probably be difficult to hire a qualified half-time person. It
appears from our interuiews in Kenya that typically a qualified
Kenyan is alreedy employed in a Uniuersity or research setting
that guarantees security of employment. R well-qualified
person is more likely to be attracted to full-time employment
while on a leaue of absence from any position they may
currently occupy.

Qualifications .Qf.1h.e. eualuator. We belie~e that the
eualuaUon will be best serued by hiring an eualuator with the
following characteristics:

1. EHperience with, and eHpertise at, multiple strategies
for qU81itatiue data collection, data reduction, and
analysis

2. Skills in interpreting social-science data and drawing
inferences (and communii:'~tingthem)

3. Interuiewing skills
4. Sophistication concerning interagency relations;

maturity in relating to eualuation user groups and
returnees

5. Skill in project management
6. EHperience in creating a computerized data base
7. Willingness to commit to 8 multi-year contract

Rn important step in reducing the final short list of
candidates is to haue a qualified social scientist read and jUdge
one or more reports that the ca~didate has prepared preuiou$ly
that draw conclusions largely from qualitatiue data. (This
intention, if included in the original announcement, will eliminate
many applicants whose eHperience does not match project

needs.)
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ftuailabjlitu J!f Jl suitable eualuator. We haue been
impressed by the credentials of Kenyan social scientists that
were submitted to us, and with the few indiuiduals we could
interuiew during our short uisit. Some further comments on our
obseruations appear in OnneH G.

The list appears to be short, howeuer, and it is reduced
further when we add to the criteria of auailability and
demonstrated competence the preference for a Kenyan as
eualuator. There appear to be good reasons for this preference.

Euen after considering the linlitations, we think that the
probability of obtaining serious 81pplications from two or three
suitable candidates is gOOd. (During the month of May further
search for qualified candidates was to hauetaken place. We
haLJe not yet receiued information from it.)

Project Odmin~stration

R key to success is thoroughgoing project administration.
We recommend the following administratiue guidelines.

Prior to departure, the eualuator will meet each trainee
(indiuidually or in small groups) to introduce him/herself and the
purpose of the eualuation. Olso at that time the eualuator will
notify the participants of each phase of the eualuation process
upon their return and of their own roles in it. ThUS, the
eualuator will tell the trainees of any structured instruments,
personal interuiews, and telephone interuiews that are to be
conducted. The amount of trainees' time and data collection
scheduling wUI also be discussed. Procedures for confidentiality
are to be discussed a$ well.

During the trainees' uisit in the United States, the eualuator
will send letters to all trainees re-introducing him/herself and
the eualuation plan. OccasiO~lal articles on eualuation actillities
will also be prepared for the I£.Il Ii..m.n.
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Confidentiality. The eualuator must assure returnees that
their comments are confidential - with all eHceptions and
qualifications made eHplicit to them in aduance. Otherwise,
returnees may be less than frank in reporting their eHperiences,

because of the possibility that they would get back to their
superiors. Also, they may feel that negatiue comments will limit
their future opportunities for U.S. or Kenyan training. Prior

agreement of the interested parties with the rules regarding
confidentiality is needed to preuent the eualuator from hauing
to make difficun choices between claims of II need-to-know II and
"r ight-to-priuacy. II Whateuer choice is made, one party may

become angered or offended; any awkward. incident will reduce
the credibility and effectiueness of the euoluator.

I n line With our suggestion that the eualuation effort, and
their indiuidual roles ~n it, be fully eHplained to future trainees
as a condition of being accepted into TFD, we also strongly argue
for discussing issues of confidentiality and anonym~tyat tt!e
same time. Rather than promise complete, lIacross-tile-board II

confidentiality we propose some detailed ground rules spelled
out in AnneH F.

Concluding Remarks

Our t8sk has been to plan a worthWhile eualuation effort,
likely to be trustworthy and instructiue, on the assumption that
USAID would make the financial commitment needed for a
substantial impact assessment. It was neuer our assignment to
aduise USA lOon the Wisdom of this eHpenditure uis a uis

competing claims on its funds.
Much is to be learned from the eualuation we haue

outlined. On the one hand, the steady flow of information on

returnees will help the project in follow-on seruices and giue
leads for the modification of select;on and training. Knowledge
about conditions falJoring maHimum impact should be ualuable
for the present phase and any oeMt phase of TFD in Kenya, and

also for much broader policies of USA 10.
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RNNEH R. PERSONS CONSULTEIl RBOUT TFD RND ITS EURLURTION

In Washington .D.D..d. falls Church

Larry Cooley, head of MSI, SUbcontractor for management and
leadership seminars offered in TFD

John Gillies, Consultant to Rcademy for [ducationlll Deuelopment

Staff.Q1lb..e. Pragma office

Melanie Sanders, Project Director
Caroline CurUs, Placement Coordinator
Kate Dickey, Rssistant to turtis

1n Nairobi

USA I 0 officials

Steuen W. Sinding, Director

Marcia Bernbaum, HRD Office
Thomas Rey, HRD Office
William James, HRD Office
Teresa Muraya, HRD Office

Carol Steele, Program Office
Gary Moser, Program Office

Sandi Seuern, Projects Office
Jerry Tarter, Projects O'ffice
Car~a Barbiero, Projects Office

Steering Committee members. public mlJ1 priu~te sector"

Mr. Wanjala wa Muricho, Directorate of Personnel Management
Mrs. Rosemary Wanjau, Directorate of Personnel Management
Mr. Tom Owuor, Federation of Kenya Employers
Mr. C. Gathirimu, Chamber of Commerce
Mr. J. Kuria, Kenya Rssociation of ManUfacturers
Dr. P. Kariuki, Uniuersity of Nairobi
Dr. C. O. Okidi, Moi Uniuersity



Pregma offic~

Mr~ Rlfred Bisset, F~elj Coordinator
Ms. Susan Githuku, Prognlm Rssistant
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RNNEH B. PROCEDURES RND INSTRUMENTS

This anneH list~, with little or no discussion, the data
sources for the eualu8tion. The latter part of the anneH
displays the major instruments drafted by the team. When
procedures will be administered, and how they will be used are
indicated at appropriate points in RnneHes C and D.

Documents produced ooeratjonally. prior 1D. Jlep8rture AD..d. Jlurjng
trojnjng

The selection process has produced the following
documents either for all trainees or for trainees selected in a
recent cycle. They prouide information on the trainee's
preparation and responsibilities prior to selection, and initial
purposes for training.

1. Rpplication blank

2. Statements made by employer or other reference

Comment: These statements are not uniform in richness and quality.
In one instance the statement was prepared in the handwriting of the
trainee (using the third person style) and signed by a family membec
who was his superior.

3. Notes from site uisit (recent cycles). Other notes if there wa?;
an interuiew at Pragma/N

4. Ratings made by selection committee

5. Notes on statements made during interuiew (incomplete)

Following selection, Pragma builds up eHtensiue
documentation on aims of training, arrangements for it, and
reports of progress. This constitutes the record of what TFD
deliuered to the selectee, i.e., of what could halle had impact.
Also, these papers amplify and update the infonllaUon noted
abolle.

Much of the information is too fine-grained and person
specific to be worth capturing for the eualuator's file. The
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eualuator should obtain for his/her file the comparatiuely
standard materials listed below; personalized details can always
be obtained from Pragma as need arises.

Comment: Materiais transferred from Pragma/W to Pragma/N are
often nearly illegible, perhaps because of difficultles in HeroHing whet the
trainee has written in blue Ink. Better copies can and should be obtained.

1. PI D/P biographical data Sheet; summary of training: purp~se
and plan

2. One-page part~~ipantdescription, prepared by Pragma/W to
.. introduce" trainee to U. S. contacts.

3. Finel report. Succinct summary by Pr8gma/W of what trainee
did, what changes in program were made, and Why.

Instruments added 1JlJ: purposes Jl.(.1.b.e. eualuatjon. predeparture

1. Pre-Departure questionnaire. I t is proposed that this be
moiled routinely to trainees about one month before departure.
This will put some basic questions in standard form to all
departees. More important, it will update statements of goals
and work eHperience that were recorded during the selection
process, which may houe been more than a year earlier.

2. Economic data form. This is a small set of structured questions
token from the CLIENT BRSELINE DRTRFORM of USRID. The questions
are8ncluded at the request of members of the USRID stoff. If
retained they would be placed within the predeparture questionnaire
of selectees in the priuate sector who are partners or managing
heads of their firms.

For persons on whom baseline data was established, the
some questions would be administered at the time of the first
post-return interuiew, approHimately 9 - 12 months after
return. For that use, the questions - with a suitable introduction
- would be sent by moil a month prior to the interuiew so that
the respondent can collect comporatiuely accurate information.
The information would be picked up during the interuiew, or, if
the moiling did not reach the respondent, a second copy would
be left to be sent in later.
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The questions are in a "What is •..1" form, entirely useful
for persons Who wrote down baseline data against which change
can be jUdged. R large fraction of the relelJant trainees,
howelJer, are too for along to gilJe such baseline data. The final
form of this instrument, if used, for such persons, should be
discussed by the elJaluator with persons on the staff of USRID/K
so that the data can be assimilated into their analyses of all
their programs. I t may be aduisable to state the question 8S

II What percent increase in •••?" Rsking the question about
change permits interpretation of data collected at only one point
in time. Moreouer, S. Seuern of USRID/K tells us that
respondents haue been readier to report percentages than
absolute amounts. The mode of post-return administration for
these persons would be that described in the preceding
paragraph.

Post-training eualuatjons collected operationally

Rs the trainee returns to Kenya, Pragma routinely requests
two reports:

1. Post-program debriefing form. Usually filled out when
returnee passes through Washington at time of return.
Responses from most others are collected by Pragma/N.

2. Post-program essay. Returnees are asked to write a few
pages describing and eualuating their eHperience.

Comment: These memoranda, due 2-3 months after return, are
provided by onl~ a fraction of the trainees. They are often
superficial with res!i)ect to the eHtent to which the training was
being put to use in Kenya and any shortfall from initial goals. Also,
some are nonevaluative, constituting merely another summary of
the content of the returnees' training. When they are evaluative,
however, they offer prime data.

The elJalua\:or may find that, to be most suitable for
elJaluation purposes, some questions (pre- or post-) should be
worded someWhat differently from those in the present
operationol instruments. The operational instruments
themsellJes are modified from cycle to cycle, hence change can
be contemplated. The eualuator should suggest Changes in such
instruments where that will increase interpretability or the
comparability of earlier and later data. Changes for the
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purposes of the evaluation should be cast so 8S not to impede
the operations themselves. Rny new operational instruments
deueloped in the future for purposes of Pragma or the selectors.
should be discussed with the evaluator to maHimize usefulness
for both purposes.

Post-return instruments added hU: purposes JL1~ evaluation

1. InterViews are to be conducted at two or more points
fOllowing the trainee's return. The interview is structured so
that information will be collected from all returnees about the
main questions of the evaluation that are applicable to him/her.
The questions to be posed appear later in this anneH.

2. There is a companion interview to be used with selected
employers or supervisors of returnees. It is similar in character.
The que~tions to be posed appear following the schedule for
trainee interviews.

3. It is propose~ ~o interview a limited number of co-workers of
returnees (of equivalent or lower status) in a similar manner.
The needed schedule to guide that interview has not been
written by the planning team, but the instrument would parallel,
in both form and content, the interview agenda described under
2 above.
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SpeCimen instruments drafted IUl~ team

Data Update

(letterhead of eualuation)

Rugust 3, 1991
Mr. Rdam Rrmingo
(address)

Dear Mr. Rrmingo:

Rt this time, one month before your departure for the United
States, our eualuation of Training For Deuelopment needs to
check some information from the project files and learn
something about your current aims and eHpectations.

1. Please correct the following entries if they ore incomplele or
incorrect.

Organization: Ministry of Education

Pasition: Program officer for training of educational
specialists

Number of employees you superuise (approHimate): 3

2. Do you eHpect to return to the same organization after your
training?

Yes__ No __
If No, what do you eHpect to be doing prOfessionally after your

return?

3. The summary giuen here of your main goals is based on ar.: earlier
document. Please reuise as appropriate to reflect your present aims.

1. To learn techniques of needs assessment with particular
application to development of school staffs.
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2. To improve my skills in interviewing for evaluation
purposes.

3. To become acquainted with the variety of continuing
education offered to educational specialists in the U. S.

Other: _

4. How well does the training plan deueloped for you appear to serue
these purposes? (check one)

_ Highly satisfactory; I eHpect to achieue the goals fully
__ Generally satisfactory but falls short of what I hoped for
_ Worthwhile, but does noi really fit my needs
_ Unsatisfactory

Indicate briefly the ways, if any, in which the program plan diff~rs

from the training you would de~ire.
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Economic Data

Participant: _

Date: _

Size of enterprise: Number of employees

MEN WOMEN

FULL-TIME
PART-TIME
NON-PAID

TOTRL

Rnnual sales uolume: Ksh. _

Total assets: Ksh.
(Net book ualue)

% of sales eHported:
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Interuiew Agenda: Returnees

Introductory

1. Interuiewer introduces self and purpose of the interuiew
regarding eualuation goals.

2. Tell me a bit about what has happened to you professionally
since you returned from the U.S. (or, as appropriate, since last
interuiew). [Interuiewer is to get a brief job hi,story for this
period of time.]

3. Tell me a bit about your current job responsibilities.

Belolion .Q.{ tr8ining 1Jl imooct

4. Wh8t were your goals 80d eHpectations 8bout the tr8ining
before it beg8n? Did you heue to modify 8ny of them in the
course of your tr8ining? What, if any, goals and objectjues
h8ue you implemented in your workplace?

5. You've been back for _ months now. Which, if 8ny,
elements of your U.S. training haue you been able to use
directly in your job? Has this changed ouer time? (If
returnee h8S just returned this question will not be
appropriate; if returnee has been interuiew3d preuiously
after his/her return the question can be rephrased to "...
since your last interuiew with us?") Rre there any elements
you weren't able to use? Rre there any elements you re811y
needed that you did not get?

NB: Interuiewer is to elicit details of the elements applied, as well as
those that the trainee has not been able to use.

6. Since your return to Kenya what changes, if any, haue you
made in your personal life? What kinds of contributions, if
any, haue you been able to make outside of work -- e.g .• in
your community? Is there anything about your formal
tr8ining, or about the outside eHposure you got while in the
U.S., that you feel has led to these changes or contributions?
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NB: Interviewer is to follow up with a direct probe for the eHperience in
the U.S. that the Interuiewee does .8Jl1 mention (i.e., If the peniJR talks
about formal training, the interulewer follows up with Ii question about
general, outside eHposure). Also, when the question of outside eHposure
arises, probe for Its Impact on them In their jobs.

II!lIl i!IfecIiueness

7. Would you say that you are effectiue at your place of work?
What makes you think so?

NB: Interulewer is to probe for qualities of effectiueness. Rsk for an
eH8mple.

8. Some researchers outside Kenya haue come up with a number of
things which they belieue are important for effectiue job
performance. I'm going to giue you a list of these and ask you to
please tick the ones that are important for you in your job here in
Kenya. Of course, not all of these will applicabi~ to your particular
circumstances, but do check the ones that are.

(A) Ability to work with others

(B) Ability to motiuate others

(C) Productiuity

(0) Knowledge/comprehension of field

(E) Adopting time/money sauing strategies

(F) Helping to resolue conflict between persons, between
persons and an organization, or between organizations

(6) Assisting others at my workplace in doing their jobs
better

(H) Helping others in my occupation, outside my workplace

(I) Innouating -- bringing in a new technology, organizational
scheme, ideas, prOducts, or seruices

(J) Influencing the gools and policies of my organization

(K) Other
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Note to Interviewer: These items are to be presented to the returnee in a
printed list with a place to tick for each one. The returnee, after filling it
out, then gilles It back to the Interiliewer Who then asks for aD eHample of
effectillenes$ for each one ticked (or the most important ones, os
identified by the informant, if many are selected). Please get as much
detail as possible, including asking the returnee to II role playll what
he/she sold/did and what others said/did. The goal is to learn 0$ much
about the ellent/situation as necessary for the ellaluator to make a
determination of the kind and lellel of lI effectilleness" it represents (or
doesn't).

After eHamples hOlle been elicited, the Interulewer hands the sheet back
to the Informant and makes the following request: "I'm going to ask you
to rate yourself on each of the Items you'lle ticked. I'd like to know how
effectiue you feel you'lle been oller the last _ months. Pleose do not be
modest. Use 0 10-point scale, with "0' being highly effectille and '1' being
least effectille. II

After the informant has completed the rating, ask him/her to think bllck to
the time immedialely before they left for the United States and to rote
themseilles again on each of the item$ ticked. Again, respondents ore to
use the 10-point scale to determine how effectille they felt themseilles to
be prior to their departure for the U.S. This rating will appear to the right
of the eorlier one. Once tompleted, the interlliewer collects.

Jmoediment!.1J!. imoact

9. Some people we'lJe talked with helJe mentioned some problems in
trying to put their training to use•.

(8) The necessary technology is simply not alJaiiable in Kenya,
or only at 8 cost too great for me or my organization/
bureau/business

(8) I n my work enlJironment, my superiors/associates are
indifferent to me, and seem to be waiting to see what I
will do and how I will conduct myself

(C) People with Whom I work are somewhat resistant to
change

(0) I tried to do too much too soon; the organization/
bureau/business I am in changes much more slowly

(E) The training I got does not hOlJe direct relelJance to my
current job
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(F) I was switched from the field in which I had been trained
and my current position doesn't make use of skills I
learned in the U.S.

(6) What I wanted to do is more appropriate for Rmerican
society than it is for Kenya

(H) My family is not as supportiue of my U.S. training as I
would like

(I) Other

Note to Interuiewer - As before, these Items should be presented to the
participant 8S a printed list with a place to tick for each. After the
returnee fUis out this checklist, probe for details and eHamples for each
tick. When done, be sure to esk egain whether there are OTHER obstacles
to implementation thet theyhaue en'countered.

10. During the neHt SiH months, what kind of additional changes
would you like to see in your work that you haue not yet been
able to effect or haueonly just started? What about a year
from now?

NB: Additional probes - Rre there eny changes in your
organizatlon's!company's!department's/bureau's goals or structure that
you would like to bring about in SiH month's time? In a year's time? Do
you haue any plans for ttumging your work or starting up an additional
actlu!ty on the side?

Sell-knowledge: Strategizjng change

11. Did you haue any eHperiences (outside of your formal
training) or formal training in the U.S. about how to make
changes in your work life or organization? I f so, What kinds
of training or eHperiences were they?

12. Looking back ouer your eHperiences of the past __ months,
do you see different ways in whic\ you could haue 'introduced
changes?

NO: Interuiewer is to probe for 8n~ thoughts the informant has about the
timing of changes, his/her awareness of the organizational climate in
which the changes are to be inh'oduced, his/herre-entry Into Kenyan
society and the implications for haDing been away, and his/her sense of
any aspects of the organizational culture which might affect the change
process.
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Returnee Interuiew Checklist # 1

[Comment: This is used during the interuiew.J

Name _ Date _

Some researchers outside Kenya haue come up with a numbe7 of
things which they belieue are important for effectiue job
performance. 11m going to giue you a list of these and ask yeu
to please tick the ones that are important for you in your job
here in Kenya. Of course, not all of these will applicable to your
particular circumstances, but do check the ones that are.

IMPORTRNT TO ME
HERE IN KENYR

R. Rbility to work with others

B. Rbility to motiuate others

c. Productiuity

D. Knowledge/comprehension of field

E. Rdopting time/money sauing strategies

F. Helping to resolue conflict between persons,
between persons and 8n organization, or
between organizations

G. Rssisting others at my workplace in doing their
jobs better

H. Helping others in my occupation, outside
my workplace
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I. •nnouating - bringing in a new technology,
organizational scheme, ideas, product-s, or
seruices

J. Influencing the goals and policies of my
organization

K. Other
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Returnee I nterlJiew Checklist #2

[Comment: This is used during the interuiew.]

Name _ Date _

Some people we'ue talked with haue mentioned some problems
in trying to implement their training at their jobs. Has any of
the following ieriously limited your effectiueness1

ft. The necessary tet~hnology is simply not auailable in Kenya,
or only at a cost fioo great for me or my organization/
bure8u/busines~

B. In my work enuironment, my superiors/associates are
indifferent to me, and seem to be waiting to see What I
will do and how I win conduct myself

C. People with whom I work are somewhat resistant to
change

D. I tried to do too much too soon; the organization!
bureau/business I am in changes much more slowly

E. The training I got does not haue direct releuance to my
current job

F. I was switched from the field in which I had been trained
and my current position doesn't make use of skills I
learned in the u.S.

G. What I wanted to do is more appropriate for Rmerican
society than it is for Kenya

H. My family is not as supportiue of my U.S. training as I
would like

I. Other
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InteruiellJ Schedule: Employer or Superuisor

Name of returnee Date of interuiew__

Name and position of interuiewee _

1. Tell me about what has happened to since his/her
return from the u.s.

2. Tell me a bit about his/her current responsibilities.

3. Would you say _ is effectiue 8t his/her job since
returning from the U.S.? Whot makes you think s01

4. Some researchers outside Kenya haue come up With a number of
thing$ which they belieue are important for effectiue job
performance. 11m going to giue you a list of these and ask you to
please tick the ones that you look for among employees like
____ (NB: enter name of returnee) here in Kenya. Of course,
not all of these will be applicable to your particular circumstances,
but do check the ones that are.

R. Rbility to work with others

B. Rbility to motiuate others

c. Productiuity

D. Knowledge/comprehension of field

E. Rdopting time/money sauing strategies

F. Helping to resolue conflict between persons,
between persons and an organization, or
between organizations

G. Rssisting others at the workplace in doing their
jobs better

H. Helping others in his/her occupation t outside
the workplace
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I. Innouating - bringing in a new technology,
arganizational scheme, ideas, products, or
seruices

J. Influencing the goals and policies of my
organization

K. Other

Note to interviewer: These Items are to be presented to the employer as 8
printed list with a place to tick for each one. The employer, after filhng it
out, then giues it back to the interuiewer who then asics for an eHample of
each one ticked (or the most important ones, as identified by the
informant, if many are selected). Please get as much detail as possible.

After eHamples haue been elicited, the Interuiewer hands the sheet beck
to the informant and makes the following request: I'm going to ask you to
rate on each of the items you'ue ticked. I'd like to know how
effectiue you feel he/she's been ouer the last _ months. Use a 10-point
scale, with 10 being highly effectiue and 1 being least effectiue. After this
is done, the Interuiewer asks the employer to rate the individual on the
same items as he/she had percelued them to be before they went to the
U.S. for training.

Interuiewer then asks informant to giue an eHample of how the trainee
has recently been effectiue in this area.

5. a. Would you say that has gotten increased
responsibility on his/her job? Whether "yes" or "no, II

please eHplain.

b. Would you say that has gotten increased
recognition for the job he/she has done? Please giue
details.

NO: Interuiewer is to probe both for "hard" data regarding changes in
stotus (e.g., promotions) .I.Wl for other indicators such as the
trainee is more frequently sought out by others for aduice or

knowledge.
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Checklist for Use with Employer or Superuisor

[Comment: This is used during the interuiew.J

NRME (OF EMPLOYER/SUPERUISOR) _

NRME (OF TRRINEE) _

DRTE _

Some researchers outside Kenya haue come up with a number of
things which they belieue are important for effectiue job
performance. 11m going to giue you a list of these and ask you
to please tick the ones that you look for among employees like

here in Kenya. Of course, not all of these will be
6pplicable to your particular circumstances, but do check the
ones that are.

IMPORTRNT TO ME
HERE IN KENYR

R. Rbility to work with others

B. Rbility to motiuate others

C. Productiuity

D. Knowledge/comprehension of field

E. Rdopting time/money sauing strategies

F. Helping to resollJe conflict between persons,
between persons and an organization, or
between organizations

G. Assisting others at the workplace in doing their
jobs better

H. Helping others in his/her occupation, outside
the workplace

I. Innouating - bringing in 6 new technology,
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organizational scheme, ideas, products, or
seruices

d. Influencing the goals and policies of my
organization

K. Other
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DATA FLOW RND REPORTI NG SCHEDULE

Estimated flow gf returnees. We haue eHamined the flow
of returnees to learn how rapidly data on uarious groups of
returnees will become auailable in sufficient quantity to justify
reports. The counts in a table that follows show how many
returnees are on hand at the end of fiue semiannual blocks
placed with on eye to the USR ID/K semi-annual reuiew. (Our
counts are for from precise. Projections for late 1993 and for
1994 are too speculatiue to present. Some numbers reported
here are based on estimates of the sizes of groups to be
selected from May 1990 onwards.)

for the sake of on ouerall uiew, the counts haue been
organized in terms of four major arbitrary "maturities": R + 3
(read as "3 months post date of return IRI), R + 6, R + 18 , and R +

30. These dates represent ideal targets; in actuality, we eHpect
a three-month data collection phase fOllowing each target date.
ThUS, R + 6 data will actually be collected from R + 6 through R +

9.

The schedule of data collection may be altered from What
is recommended below, but the interpretation based on a
modified schedule will haue a logic like that of the one giuen
here.

I n the table on the neHt page, letters such as (a) sugge$t
when information of certain types is likely to be ripe for a
SUfficient number of cases to warrant formal summary. The
information would normally come from all the procedures
applied to the releuant informants up to the date of report. The
time allowed for our work did not allow us to make a report-by
report count of numbers of cases. The number(s) of cases will
frequently be lower than the number in the cetl(s) beside which
a letter appears. For eHample, 9 Pub s trainees reach point R +

18 by Feb 91; some of these will reach that point too late for the
R + 18 interuiew (the first rather than the "second ll for them),
and some will be closer to the R + 30 point leading the eualuator
to delay their interuiew until the the neHt siH-month period. On
the other hand, it will sometimes be possible to draw in
information from cases" higher" in the table, and we did not
generally flag those possibilities.
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Cumulatlue count of returnees at each reporting date-_._- ------- -- -----
Feb 91 Rug 91 Feb 92 Rug 92 Feb 93

R±3Q
Pubs 3 8 12(g) 15 17
Prvt s 0 0 6 15 15
Pub L 0 0 0 1 3
Prvt L 0 0 0 0 2

Total 3 8 18 31 37

R± 18
Pubs 9 12(c) 14 17 17
Prvt s 4 13(c) 13 19 19
Pub L 0 1 4 13 14
Prvt L 0 0 2 5 8

Total 13(a) 26(d) 33 54 58

R±9
Pub s 5 5 8 8 8
Prvt s 8 12(e) 14 14 14
Pub L 1 6 24(h) 25 29
Prvt L 1 4(e) 5(h) 8 9

Total 15(a) 27(d) 51 (i) 55 60

B.±.3
Pubs 3 6 6 6 6
Prvt s 4 6 6 6 6
Pub L 5 13(f) 13 17 30
Prvt L 3 4(f) 7 8 22

Total 15(b) 29 32 37 64

The letters sand L refer to short and long terms. Entries are cumulative
numbers of returnees who will have supplied real-time data. By Feb. 1991, for
example, only 3 Pub s returnees will have been back in Kenya for 30 months;
these can supply only retrospective data for the other time points. In contrast,
some of the 12 Pub s returnees listed under Feb. 1992 could have supplied
R ± 18 real-time reports by Feb. 1991. In general, a person can appear two or
three times, moving upward and to the right. Logically, the table would be
continued to August 1994; but many assumptions would be required to make
that extension.

Regarding letters such as (a), see text
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Before projecting what the summary reports can be
eHpected to contain, we list the instruments scheduled at
successiue points.

Jl proposed schedule ill collecting data from trainees.
Entries here are identified with respect to departure date II 0 II

and return date "8". 0 - 24, for eHample, is two years prior to
departure.

o - 24 to 0 - 4 (tlpproHimate). Information now collected
operationally for selection and for planning of training.

o - 1. Predeparture questionnaire (see RnneH B).

R to R + 1. Information now collected operationally at
debriefing.

R + 3. Essay by returnee will be on hand (or else is unlikely
to come in)

8 + 6 to R + 9. Intensiue interuiew number one.
Interuiews with some employers and peers. Economic
data collected 8S appropriate.

R + 18 to 8 + 21. I ntensiue interuiew number two.
Economic data collected as appropriate.

8 + 30 to R + 33. Intensiue interuiew number three.
Economic data collected as appropriate. '

Many early trainees will be past such a target point as
R + 6/9 when the eualuation starts. It ,is not appropriate to
interuiew each such trainee at the earliest possible date. Let us
assume for the moment that two of the target points for
interuiews are 8 + 18/21 and R + 30/33. Then a returnee who is
at R + 28 when the eualuation begins should be scheduled for
questioning a few months later, in the interests of greater
comparability across respondents.

Trainees who return near the end of the project will not
reach a point such as R + 6/9 by the time the eualuator stops
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work" There may be little ualue in collecting partial, early
information on 'these last cases, unless the eualuator's preuious
eHperience shows ~Ilat a report collected shortly after return
does indeed correspond closely to reports the same returnee has
giuen at dates later than R + 6/9.

Content Jl.( prosoectiue reports. These reports correspond
to entries in the table.

Feb.9)

(a) Summarizes eHperience of short-term trainees during
early months after return. Couers economic data, use
of skills, recognition on job. Would draw on persons
who receiue the II R + 18/21" interuiew during this
period prouiding perhaps 20 cases in all about whose
early eHperiences there is sUbstantial information.
Too few cases for Priuate/Public contrast.

(b) Summarizes reactions of recent returnees to the
training. Can draw also on forms from past trainees,
so number of cases sizable. Can contrast the four
groups.

(Not represented in the table is the possibility of a
report on Question 1, surueying the char'lcteristics of
selectees, by group. This would not be tied to da·te of
return.)

Rug.n

(c) Summarizes R + 18/21 eHperience of short-term
trainees, including mature reflection on how training
has helped and perceptions of leadership in the
workplace.

(d) Combining R + 6/9 and R + 18/21 data permits a
priuate/public contrast (predominantly short-term).

(e) R summary of economic data is possible. (Rs data come
only from priuate-sector, Leuel-l managers, data will
be much scantier than the numbers in the table might
suggest.)
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(1) Offers a better-founded reuiew of long-term trainees'
jUdgment of their training than was possible earlier.

(g) For pUblic, short-term returnees, can reach some
JUdgment as to whether reports after lunger lag time
differ in tone from early reportse In particular, does
use of skills accelerate or fade? Does job
effectiueness increase or decrease?

(h) First major report on long-term trainees combined
with a shortllong contrast.

(0 Tl7lere is now enough information to begin to address
Question 9, rege.rding characteristics of t,rainees and
settings associated with particularly good outcomes
(to R + 9). The question requires subdiuiding returnees
into comparatiuely homogeneous groups, and these
would be too small to take seriously at earlier dates.

There is no need to trace the remaining uariations in detail.
The reader can see, for eHample, that the information on long
term trainees doubles in uolume between Rugust 1991 and
Rugust 1992. The implications for the comparatiue solidity of
the reports are clear.

Note that not before Rugust 1992 are numbers sUfficient
for a tentatiue comparison of priuate-sector short-term and
long-term returnees.
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RNNEti D. TRSKS OF THE EURLURTOR RS RELRTED TO QUESTIONS OF
THE STUDY

1. What are the characteristics of trainees selected to date
(including their training goals and plans)? How does this
differ With respect to public us. priuate, men us. women,
short us. long?

This is not an II impact II question; but it has potential ualue
as feedback to the recruitment and selection processes. It
seems likely that report user~ will see some categories as
under- or ouer-represented.

DRTR SOURCE

A first task for the eualuator is to assemble the file of
releuant materials on past and present trainees that will prouide
the baseline for all studies. The materials now auailable at
Pragma/N and Pragma/W are highly informatiue. They are
unorganized, howeuer, and haue not been synthesized into a
panoramic uiew of the persons serued. The materials which are
fiuailable, but need reuiew, are discussed in AnneH B.

The eualuator shOUld code materials for the computer to
the eHtent practicable. I n addition to the obuious uariables
defined by questions on standard forms or the structure of the
program (seH, age, short/long, etc.), he should deuelop codes
that capture the II essence II of the person and the training.

Trainee characteristics. RII the characterizations below
apply to the person at the time of the selection interuiew. Some
may also be usefully applied to the person's status 8 year or
more after return. These eHamples are suggested by our limited
information on the trainees as indiuiduals. The rubrics should be
modified and other uariables added when the eualuator has had
time to read through the files The eualuator will need to speCify
the coding rules so that coding of borderline cases can be
consistent throughout the years of the eualuation..
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Position leuel within priuate sector: (1) Leuel 1 (2) Leuel 2
(3) Lower-Ieuel superuisor (4) Specialist (5) Other

II Leuel 1 11 is intended to serue the eualuator in place of 'the
term II self-employed II, which is too narrow. Leuel 1
includes the managing head of a firm, or a partner. It is
reasonable to look for changes in the firm's size and
success just as With the sole proprietor. Leuel 2 refers to
heads of diuisions of a firm: e.g., marketing, training,
production. Specialists are persons Whose work
assignment is more one of using eHpertise than of directing
a staff (a meteorologist or accountant, for eHample).

Position leuel within public sector: The same or similar
categories can be applied to persons in p61rastatal firms
and perhaps to other pUblic-sector trainees. Perhaps
policy-Ieuel positions shOUld enter a ctitegory separate
from administration.

In public sector, type of organization: (1) RdministrBtiue
office, (2) Educational institution, (3) Parastatal firm, (4)
Office deliuering seruices, (5) Other

Persons in parastatal firms may be more like counterparts
in the priuate sector than like persons in gouernment
offices. Deliuery of seruices would include agricultur61
eHtension, road bUilding, and other work close to the
community. The number of trainees is too small fnr
separate treatment of otherwise logical categories such as
health seruices.

Education: (1) Less than R.B. or equiualent; (2) Rduanced or
specialized training, less than 2 years; (3) Rduanced or
specialized training, 2 years or more

This is probably more useful than classification by degrees,
both because degrees as such may not control opportunity
in Kenya and because much specialized training has not
been degree-oriented.

Occupational category: (1) Physical (" hard II technology or
related science), (2) Information processing (inclUding
computer systems, communication systems), (3)
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Rgriculture (or related biological science), (4) Health (or
related biological science, etc.), (5) Rdministration
(organization-centered, public or priuate; includes
agribusiness, hospital management), (6) Economics
(including agricultural economics), (1) Finance (including
bonking, insurance), (8) Marketing (includes sales,
aduertising), (9) Human seruices (education, clinical
seruices, social welfare), (1 C) Other (journalism, arts, •••)

This scheme is designed to facilitate summary ouer
persons receiuing rather similar training Whether in
public or priuate sector. The categories would be
refined aft{;r stUdy of the files shows which clusters
are sufficiently numerous. Boundaries nee~ further
consideration -- e.g., Where to place accountingl
human resource deueCopmen ~1

The number of rubrics should not be more than 12,
{and groups should not be smaller than siH cases at
the end of the project. The category system should
bl'! established early, euen thoug'h the final size of
groups can only be estimated.

oariables for describing trainees and their work situations
might well include preuious out-of-country eHperience, size of
firm, location of position (Nairobi-and-enuirons/other), and
many others.

Rspects JlJ: training. Training plans can be coded With
respect to duration (SUbdiuiding the group now called IIlong
term II), and primary character: (1 ) Rcademic setting, (2) Uisits to
business workplaces, (3) Uisits to goue.'"nment agencies, (4)
Other.

Rnother code describes the lelle! of TFO actiuities: (1 )
Uocational, lower !euel (2) Uocational, specialized or aduanced
training (3) Professional training aboue master's leuel.

The emphasis is on the instructional eHperience, not on the
duration of training or whether it leads to a degree. R
short program of uisits to research lobs, for eHomple,
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should almost certainly be coded (3). (1) includes trades,
basic computer skills, other programs corresponding to
community-college leuel.
(2) includes upper-diuision and master's leuel work, e.g.
ciuil engineering, computer systems, accounting.

It is desirable to code whether the training originally
desired was easy or difficult to arrange, and to code the reason
for difficulty. This can often be inferred from the file,
particularly from the final report of Pragma/W on the returnee;
it would be desirable to haue the coding reuiewed and
augmented by Pragma/W. (Note, among ather reasons for
difficulty, the problem of securing admission to a preferred
training site.)

Not directly related to eualuation question #1, but also a
part af file preparation, is the coding of information from the
post-program debriefing form. Some of the free-response
questions are worthy of coding and cross tabulation. Thus the
trainee is asked "00 you anticipate any challenges in using
[what] yau baue learned ... when you return?" Perhaps fipe or
SiH categories will capture the responses that heue bren made
with 8ppreciable trequency.

R file shOUld be prepared on persons selected who
withdrew. Some of these cases reflect difficulty in arranging
the desired trailling. (FOllow-up interuiews on these per~ons are
not proposed.)

R desirable supplement would come from a coding of basic
facts about tra'nees not selected but this has low priority.

S8MPLE 8NO riMING OF 08T8 COLLECTION

hies and codes are to be pr~pared for all trainees prior to
departure. Rs new uariables become releuant or interesting,
additional coding of trainees~ and entry into database, will
occur.

D8T8 REDUCTION 8ND 8NRLVSISIREPORTS

To deuelop a picture of the groups serued, the coded
uariables are to be crosstabulated against the four categories of
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selectee. Using them sn this early report (auailable perhaps SiH
months after the eualuator starts work) will permit the report
audience to suggest alterations in the category system. It will
become a basis for crosstabulation for impact questions also.

The report on this eU81uationquestion should be updated
after the last selection period. The file will of course be
continually updated.Rlthough interim reports could be
produced, they seem likely not to show sUfficient change to be
worthwhile.

2. Do returnees jUdge their training to haue been appropriate?
In Whdt respects was it less than satisfactory?

This question restates the concern eHpressed under EOPS
Outputs 1: "Effectiuetraining programll

, sUbheads band C6 We
halJe modified subhead d on "linkage II to ask Whether the
linkage makes a difference.

0818 SOURCE

The Pragma debrieJingquestionnaire obtains ratings of
training and related comments. These should be tabulated and
summarized.

The results will indicate a high leuel of satisfaction
according to our spot checks. There haue also been a number of
difficulties;Progm8 quarterly reports haue drawn attention to
many of these. TheeU61uator should look particularly for
difficulties mentioned With some frequency, 8nd use the coded
data (see remarks under Question # 1 aboue) to determine .
whether any recurrent difficulty is a problem for particular
types of trainees.

Information from sUbsequent post-return questionnaires
and interuiew$ will amplify and qualify the initial ratings of
satisfaction. Much information pertinent to Question 1 (Work
effectiueness} also reflects on theadequ8cy of training. Some
trainees, we anticipate, will find themselues unable to apply in
their jobs particular kinds of knowledge they acquired. Rlso,
some will indicate that they now belieue that somewhat
different training objectiues would haue been a better match to
their current needs.
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S8MPLE 8No TIMING OF D8T8 COLLECTION

RII returnees will be giuen the debriefing questionnaire 8t
time of departure from the U.S.

o8TR REDUCTION 8ND RNRL'ISIS/REPORTS

This information appears likely to be most ualuable if
eHamined qualitatiuely, not collected by a numerical rating 8S at
debriefing. The eualuotorls summary would emphasize - in
addition to a reuiew of positiue statements - a characterization
of treining plans about which returnees haue second thoughts a
year or so after return.

Uery Ukely, some kinds of skills are readily applied by
returnees @nd others are put to use only in part or after much
delay. The eualuator shOUld try to characterize the differences
8ssociated with nonuse and delay. The eualuetor should note
particularly Whether use of skills was facilitated by continued
contacts With U.S. sources or by TFD follow-on actiuities.

3. What are the usual courses of career delielopment of trainees
following their return?

o8T8 SOURCE

The trainee post-return "Interuiew Rgenda" will be used to
record data bearing on this question.

SRMPLE RND TIMING OF DRTR COLLECTION

The TFD post-return "Interuiew Rgenda" will be
administered to all trainees at a minimum of two different
points in time: R + 6, and R + 18. R + 30 is also probable, but still
somewhat tentotiue at this point, and depends both upon
trainee responsiuity to earlier questionnaires and eualuation
user interest.

o8TR REDUCTION 8ND RNRL VSIS/REPORTS

R report on this question will prouide a quontitatiue
summary of the frequency of change of career direction, shift
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from technical specialty to management, or shift into
entrepreneurship~ QU81it8tiue descriptions of the career shifts
will also be part of the data reduction. The analyses will say
something about impact, insofar as the nature of the change and
the reason for it may haue a manifest relation to the training.
But the question is important in its own right as a description of
the returnees' liues.

It may be possible to answer important ~:':bordinate

questio~:s: How early do significant impatts appear? What is
the trajectory ouer Ume? We anticipate that some t~~pes of
training, although successfully delivered, will show an impact in
the workplace only after a lag or one or two years. Such a
finding would be an important warning against trying tll
eualuate this type of program on the basis of short-tenn impact.

4. Does the returnee report increas~d confidence in his/her
abilities •••
(a) to perform more effectiuely on the job?

DRTR SOURCE

The eualuator will use Questions #7, #8, and #9 from the
HI nteruiew Rgenda" to address this concern. In Question #1 the
intention is to elicit frGm trainees their own eHamples of being
effectiue in their particular worksite. Since "effectiueness" is
necessarily a multi-dimensional construct, and quite conteHt
specific, we feel that it is critical to allow the trainee, through
eHample, to offer their own definitions of what it means to them
to be effectiue. Using this eHample l; ~he interuiewer is then to
probe further with the trainee the ur, ']erlying qualities by whict.
the latter defines II effectiueness. H

In Question #8 we then impose our own pre-established
set of qualities of effectiveness, tho~gh we ask the trainee to
supply "Other" qualities as well. If the tfain'=!e has prouided a
list of qualities distinct from those itemized in Question #8, the
eualuator may wish to add these to the list. The euo!uator then
asks the trainees to check the qualities thot are import6nt to
them in their jobs in Kenya. Trainees are asked to rate
themselues on the qualities they haue selected. They do this
rating twice, once as an assessment of their current status and
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again, retrospectiuely, of the time immediately before leauing
for the United states. [Hampies of each are then requested.

Rs an effort to probe further into the cultural conditions
affecting effectiueness and change, we also ask trainees to
identify an!,' serious obstacles to their continuing effectiueness.
The goal is to ascertcin whether any lack of perceiued
effectiueness is more likely to be a function of indiuidual factors
(e.g., lack of desire, inadequate skills) or enuironmental
constraints (e.g., lack of acceptance, bureaucratic red-tape).
Question #9 of the "Interuiew Rgenda" allows returnees to
identify, ond eHpand upon, obstacles which they haue faced in
implementing job-related changes.

SRMPLE RNO TIMING Of OR1R COLLECTION

These questions are to be giuen to all returnees, SHcept
those who fall outside the time window for ditto collection (see
below).

The assumption made here is that recent returnees will be
unable to make a determination either of their leuel of
effectiueness upon return to Kenya (and, therefore, of any
changes from their pre-departure leuel) or of salient obstacles
to their increased effectiueness. We suggest that the first
target date for a more realistic determination is R + 6/9. The
ellaluator will want to add an additional data collection point at
R + 18/21 (and possibly, at R + 30/33) for those on w~lom data
can be collected before late 1993. The reason for this is that
enhanced job effectiueness may not be possible, or noticeable,
to some trainees for a longer period ~f time. Rdditionally, the
greater time depth of an R + 18/21 comparison will giue the
eualuator an opportunity to stUdy, as a separate but important
issue, the temporal stability of job effectiueness.

Rs a further guideline, the eualuator will also collect data
from returnees who, beginning in July, 1990, reach the R + 6/9
mark.

Rnalysis of interuiew Questions #7 - #9 does not depend
ullon comparison with a pre-departure baseline.
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DRTR REDUCTION RND RNRL VSI S

The data from these questions of the Interuiew may be
analyzed in seueral ways. (Hamples of job effectiueness can be
presented. Content analysis can be applied to the eHamples
giuen to uncouer underlying qualities of effectiueness. How is it,
in other words, that the tn~inees themselues see their
opportunities to impact their organizations? Such qualities,
when organized by trainee characteristics (e.g., short-term us.
long-term, position leuel within public or priuate sector), may
serue 8S input to program implementation personnel for
maHimizing the potential effects of trainee selection.

The self-ratings data from Question #8 can also be used to
compare "before ll and "after" perceptions of effectiueness.
Simple tallies and percentages of gain (or loss) for each rated
item are appropriate and SUfficient for this analysis. Care must
be taken that any obserued changes not be attributed directly to
the training program in the U.S.

The data from Question #9 on obstacles to implementation
effectiueness will be analyzed to prouide lists of eHamples and
frequency counts of the most common types that affect TFO
trainees. Types will also be associated with trainee
characteristics to determine Whether certain obstacles are
sector specific. The specific question motiuating this data
OD81ysis is whether indiuiduals see their efferts at change
stymied by forces outsi~e thei.r contrOl. The answer to this
question may haue a direc... :learing on the kinds of follow-on
training and support prouided by R.I.U. and the Gouernment of
Kenya for the TFO trainees.

REPORTS

Reports on this question can be generated on an ff as
needed" basis. That is, as data on groups of interest become
auailable, reports can be prepared for giuen eualuation users.
Howeuer, for planning purposes here, we haue keyed the
production of reports to a semiannual R.I.O. reporting cycle
(March and September). Based upon the known return dates of
groups of trainees, and our projections ouer the neHt three
years, we anticipate a schedule of the following set of reports:
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PROBRBLE SEMIRNNURL REPORT [Y[LEfOR R + 6/9 TFD RETURNEES
FOR QUESTION 48

FEB. 91 8U6.91 fEB. 92 8U6.92 FEB. 93
PUB. S.-T. 5 5 8 8 8
PRIIT. S.- B 12 14 14 14

T.
PUB. L.-T. 6 24 25 29
PRUT. L.- 4 5 8 9

T.

(b) to be an effectiue agent of ch8ng'e?

lifiTIISOlJRCE

One operating assumption for the TFD eualuation is that
returning tral'nees are potential agents of change in their jobs,
professions, end communities. Rlthough we probe their self
assessments concerning the areas in which they haue been
effectiue (see above under 411 - T. confidence: work), we argue
that a further important dimension is how thoughtful, and
planful, indiuiduals are with regard to implementing change. One
trainee with ,wbom UJe spoke in Nairobis for eHample,
commented that he kn@w he had first to"sell himself ll to his
superiors beforp, be would try to champion eny of his new ideas.

In Question #11 of the Trainee IIlnteruiew Rrgenda" we ask
returnees whether they haue had any eHperiences, either during
their formal 'training or through outside eHposure, that helped
them think strategicaUy about making changes upon return. In
Question # 12 we try, through indirect means, to see how
reflectiue returning psrticipants ere about their roles as change
agents. 'Ihus,we ask them to comment on What they might haue
done differently since their return to Kenya or since the lest
time they were interuieu.Jed.

SRMPLE RHO TIMING OF DRTR COLLECTION

These questions aretobe giuen to all retllrnees, eHeept
those who fall outside the time window for data collection (see
beI3u,)~
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Hs with 48 (T. confidence: work), we assume that recent
returnees will be unable to adequately reflect upon themselues
as change agents during the first few months of their return to
Keny8. We suggest that the first realistic target date for such (I

determination is R + 6/9. We do not belielJe that 8 further data
collection beyond R -+ 6/9 is warranted. IndilJiduals who halJe
not reflected on the strategy of change by R + 6/9 are not likely
to adopt this perspectilJe later. We do recommend, howel~er,
that the elJaluator collect data from returnees Who, beginning in
July, 1990, reach the R + 6/9 mark.

D8TB REDIlCTION RND RNRlVSIS

Rnalysis of Questions # 11 and # 12 will proceed as follows.
Rny euidence for formal orinform61 eHperiences related to
strategizing change will be listed. These will be categorized by
type of trainee to see Whether, for eHample, short-term prilJate
trainees are more likely to receiue, and use, strategic thinking in
their Jobs.

It will 81so be possible to use the results of Question # 12
to rate participants in terms of their ability to reflect upon their
role as change agents. Two independent raters will eHamine the
answers to Question #12 and rate the trainee as "low;'
"medium," or "high 81 reflectiue. Disagreements will be resollJed
by discussion. The ratings will then be paired With the trainee's
self-ratings of effectilJeness from Question #8. I n this way, it
will be possible to make general conclusions about the
relationship of strategizing to perceilJed job effectilJeness.
Rlthough we do not claim that this is a causal connection (the
directionality of the causal chain would be in doubt), it may
offer some justification for selecting for training indilJiduals
who already score high in self-awareness.
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REPORTS

We anticipate the same set of reports, and their timing, as
indicated aboue under 48 (T. confidence: work).

5. (For returnees who are responsible for enterprises e'Leuel
1")) By what percentage has each of the fallowing increased
since date of return?

Number of employees in the firnl
Gross sales or intakt of the enterprise
Net book value of the firm
Percentage of sales to the export market

This optional question is an adaptation of 5 in EUPS. I t can
be addressed ineHpensiuely but it is potentially misleading.

R standardized question is applied to indiuiduals who are
not comparable. For eHample, the farm-equipment business is
no doubt highly seasonal, and may. be sUbject to marked year
to-year uariability associated with the weather or with world
markets. R firm may actually drall' down its book ualue when
inuesting in quality control, and will regain those costs only at
that future time when customers recognize the added ualue.
There is risk, then, that this attempt to gEt "hard" data will
produce an incorrect impression of poor economic impact.

Further cautionary words are in order if the eualuator
eHpects to use the economic data for comparatiue purposes with
data collected at other times and in other ways for other
USRID/K programs. This is because economic outcomes may
depend on numerous factors outside the firm, as well as factors
within the firm which the returnee does not control. I n addition,
we understand that RID ordinarily uses its reporting form on a
one-time only basis to describe a group being serued. We doubt
that a two-time administration suitable for TFD would match the
time interual RID has been using for pre-post comparisons in
some programs. Rs a final caueat, some TFD returnees who are
already beyond the R + 6/9 point would haue to giue
retrospectiue data which are notoriously undependable.

We cannot recommend comparison with pre-departure
information, 3S the interual between departure and return
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differs radically between short- and long-term trainees. Also,
many 8 smaU business would haue been quiescent in the absence
of the firm's head.

Eualuation question #5 cannot be a major element in the
euoluotion because it is releuont to only a select fraction of
trainees. I t is not appropriate to on employee below top
management because such a person's influence on the firm's
prosperity is limited. II Leuel 1" refers to the classification
system mentioned under Question 1. We broaden the question
stoted in [OPS to couer enterprises such as thot of a free-lance
journalist, as well as II firms." Our estimate is that only about a
third of the priuate sector trainees were at Leuel 1 when they
entered training.

I f this line of questioning is retained, it may be worthwhile
to apply it to Leuel-2 priuate-sector returnees; but
sophisticated interpretation will be needed. It is more

\

appropriate to jUdge the head of 8 markeUng diuision by
increase in the firm's sales thon to jUdge the head of training by
on economic indicator.

Whether the question can be adopted me-=tningfully for
high-Ieuel returnees in porostatol firms depends on how those
firms keep accounts. The euoluotor should obtain oduice on this
possibility.

Insofar as data aggregation and analysis i~ deemed
feasible, quontitotiue me8sure5~ of the eeonon'ic doto will be
produced and compared ouer time.

6. ( For returnees not classed as Leuel 1 I Has the returnee
receiued increased recognition and responsibility on the job?
Is the returnee uiewed by others as more effectiue
professionally oft~r hauing U. s. training?
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DRTR SOURCE

Job changes (e.g., promotions, demotions, salary increases,
number of employees superuised) will be monitored ouer time (R
+ 3, R + 6, R + 18, and R + 30).

These "numerical" indicators will be used to augment data
obtained from interuiews. To this end, the "Interuiew for
Returnees' Employer/SulJeruisorl' will be used. Question #5 of
the Interuiew will prouide a cross-ualidation, from the
employer/superuisor's point of uiew, of the trainee'schanges in
job status and responsibilities. Questions #3 and #4 of this
interuiew protocol allow the employer/superuisor to offer
eHamples of the trainee's effectiueness and to rate him or her in
terms of specific qualities of effectiueness (p~r8I1eling the
traineels self-ratings on the same qualities). Both a pre
departure rating (done retrospectiuely) and a current rating are
requested of the employer/superuisor.

SRMPLE RHO TIMING OF ORTR COLLECTION

Changes of status will be updated with all returnees at
regular (yearly) interuals beginning at R + 6 (but including R + 3
as well). The long time depth is essential, we feel, for certein
occupations (e.g., in Gouernment work) where promotion end
major career changes may be slow in deueloping.

The interuiews with the trainee's superuisoror employer
will be relatiuely costly and infeasible or inappropriate in certain
circumstances (e.g., when a trainee has recently changed
positions or when it is a family business headed by the trainee).
We do not, therefore, recommend its use with all trainees.
Rlthough the euoluator may wish to conduct an informal
"feasibility" stUdy before edministering the
"Employer/Superuisor ll Interuiew, our recommendation at this
point is that selection criteria be established by the eualuator on
the basis of assessed feasibility and eualuation user interest.
Once this selection has occurred, the eualuator randomly selects
one-half of the returnees from any giuencell for
employer/superuisor follow-up. These same trainees, and their
employers/superuisors, would be followed for all post-:-return
data collection points.
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ORTR REDUCTION RND RNR! 'ISIS

Data analysis will take two primary forms. First, the
eualuator will tally appropriate forms of increased recognition
and responsibility for trainees in giuen sectors (e.g., public
short-term, priuate long-term). These general indicators will be
used to compare sector populations.

Secondly, accounts of trainees by employers/superuisors
will be summarized. Employerlsuperuisor accounts will be
paired with the trainees' own accounts of job effectiueness.
Similarity of ratings and eHamples cited as euidence of job
effectiueness may persuade the eualuator after the R + 9 data
collection to forego further employerlsuperuisor interuiews.
Howeuer, differences in retings may itself yield a research
question worthy of follow-up. R major methodological issue for
the eualuator may wel~ be whose euidence counts most in
determining leuels of job effectiueness. The answer to this may
proue (I methodological benefit for other training programs with
a similar eualuation dilemma.

Rn additional question of interest is whether those
indiuiduals who are seen 0$ being effectiue are also those who
are giuen salary raises, promotions, increased responsibilities,
and the like. I f this is true, the eualuator may decide to use the
yearly trainee update on wage and responsibility factors as a
substitute for further employerlsuperuisor interuiewing.

REPORTS

Each semi-annual report prepared for USR I D/K will haue
updated information on wage and responsibility factors for all
trainees on whom data has been completed to date. With each
succeeding report, changes in status for the cohort of trainees
as a whole, and for indiuidual sectors of the population of
trainees, will also be summarized. R full report on
employerlsuperuisor opinions of trainee effectiueness (i.e., of
those selected to be followed) will be auailable after sufficient
numbers of trainees pass the R + 6 milestone (ond any
succeeding milestones determined by the eualuator).

7. Hos the returnee been making 8 SUbstantial contribution in
the workplace since return (or in the economy more
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broadly)? To what eHtent does the returnee trace this
contribution to elements in the U.S. training?

DRTR SOURCE

Data to addres. this eualuation question come from two
sources. Both are trainee self-reports. As part of their "Post
Program [ualuation, II Pragma/W asks each trainee to comment,
in writing, on whether the program, in their opinion, enabled
them II to contribute to the deuelopment of Kenya. II I n two
trainee files we were able to eHamine, the returnees were quite
enthusiastic and positiue that this training goal was reached.
Howeuer, the answers themselues lacked detail (since they had
not yet e~.'en returned to Kenya); and merely serued a~

justifications for their belief in the wisdom of their being
selected for the program. To prouide meaningful data, this
question must be asked during the annual trainee update
interuiew. It should be noted thet euen this approach may be
limited. Trainees may be unable to gauge the actual contribution
of what they do (as opposed to being able to defend their logic
about the importance of what they do), and the eualuator may
haue to discouer other assessment techniques. These might
include unobtrusiue measures such as mention in newspapers,
professional newsletters, larger stacks of mail, and the lilce. It
may require interuiewswith others in the same field or
profession.

The second data source currently lIuaiiable comes from the
returnee "Interuiew Agenda:1 Questions #2 and #3 of the
Interuiew ask the trainee to giue a brief job history. Other
questions (#7 end #8) IIsk the trllinee to giue eH8mpies of ways
they haue been effectiue on the job. Together, they prouide 8
picture of the kinds of contributions the trainee has made on the
job. Question #5, on the other hand, specifically asks about
elements of training in the U.S. and their usefulness on the jOb.
The trainee is asked to discuss specific elements of training (not
merely "training" in general) and to comment regarding any
changes in usefulness ouer time. Additionally, the trainee is
asked to comment upon elements that, in retrospect, were not
used; and, as well, any that were missing from the training that
now seem important.
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SRMPLE RND TIMING OF DRTR COLLECTION

Primary goals of TFD are that trainees moke both a
sUbstantial impact in their places of work a~f1, 8S well, a brooder
contribution to Kenyon society. Giuen the importance of these
goals, and the relatiue difficulty of documenting them, the
eualuator must sample from the group of returnees as widely 8S
possible. Moreouer, since impacts of these sorts are likely to be
possible only in the long-term, data collection must be eHtended
ouer as deep a time frame as possible. We recommend that all
trainees be interuiewed at it + 6/9 8~ld again at yearly interuals:
R + 18/21, R + 30/33.

DRTR REDUCTION RND RNRL VSIS

Eualu8tion question #7 has two analytic goals: (1) the
documentation of trainee contributions at the workplace and,
more generally, to Kenyan society; and (2) the trainees' beliefs
that their contributions are at least partially attributable to
elements of their u.s. training. Rn ancillary question to (1) is
what time depth is necessary within the Kenyan conteHt to
reliably demonstrate that significont impacts haue occurred?

The answer to the first question inlloilles summaries of
indiuiduals' responses to interuiew questions. These may be
further aggregated by sector (e.g., public long-term, public
short-term) to determine (at least, at a uery general leuen
whether certain sectors EJre more likely than others ~o make
large-scole contributions. Howeuer, this may be more a
measure of opportunity than trainee skills or a training effect.
To answer the question regarding the time depth necessary for
changes, the eualuator must also summarize the opportunities
and contributions indiuiduals haue made ouer the 33-month
period of data collection. R key, and answerable, question is
whether trainees make their contributions early or late and
whether there is any predictable relationship between the two
(e.g., do those who contribute early "burn out," or are they the
ones who continue to make euer wider contributions?).
Documentation and summaries of qualitatiue interuiew
responses is the analytic method of choice to answer such
questions.
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Question (2), aboue, again inuolues the summar!.) of
informant interuiew responses. The eualuator must be clear,
howeuer, to disauow any causal link between training and
impact. The eualuator will be able to address only the related
issues of how many trainees acknowledge a connection between
elements of their training ond their subsequentcontributiolls,
and What specific elements of training seem to be most
generally applicable. Sector dSstinctions may also be desirable.

REPORTS

Separate public and priuate sector reports should be
prepared, With a summary report for all interested eualuation
user groups. These reports, written with numerous eH8mple~

and II stories" of indiuidual achieuements, will be prepared When
a "sufficient" number of returning participants accrue time at
their jobs.

8. Has the returnee contributed as a leader in the community
outside the workplace since return? To what eHtent does the
returnee attribute this contribution to elements in the U. S.
training?

DRTR SOURCE

This question parallels eualuation question #7 (Work
effectiLJeness), but focuses specifically on actiuities outside the
work enuironment. In Question #6 of the returnee "Interuiew
Rgenda, II the eualuator will ask for specific eHamples of changes
in the trainee's parsonal life since returning to Kenya and for
contributions they may haue made outside the workplace. R
folloLU-Up question asks them to consider whether any of these
changes or contributions could be linked either to formal or
informal learning while in the U.S.

SRMPLE RNO TIMING OF 08TR COLLECTION

We ~;~lieue that any changes or contributions made by a
trainee in his or her personal life or in the Wider community are
likely to be relatiuely slow in deueloping and stabilizing. Many
projects may be started, but not carried further to completion.
We argue that the first data collection on this question be
targeted for R + 6/9, with yearly follow ups at R + 18/21 and R +
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30/33. Giuen the importance of this Querall question, and the
relaUue difficulty of documenting personal change/societal
contribution, the eualuator must sample from the group of
returnees as widely as possible. Thus, data collection on
eualuation question #8 parallels, ~n terms of sfimple and timing,
that for eualuntion question #7 (Work effectiueness).

08T8 REDUCTION 8ND flNR! 'ISIS

Rnalysis must first proceed by summarizing instances of
personal change and community contributions. Those
associated, by the trainee, with fClHperiences in the U.S. (both
formal and informal learning eHperiences) must also be
highlighted. R further question which data analysis can seek to
answer is whether indiuiduals in certain sectors (e.g., pUblic,
priDate) are more likely than others to make these
contributions•.

REPORTS

Separate public find priuate sector reports should be
prepared, with 8 summary report for all interested eualu8tion
user groups. These reports, written with numerous eHt.lmples
and "stories" ofindiuidual achieuements, will be prepared when
8 .. sUfficient" number of returning participants heDe reached
temporal" milestones" such talS R + 6, R + 18.

This report schedule matches that for Question #7 (Work
effectiueness).

9. What ufJriables are associated With greater or .ess
contribution by returnees?

ORTII SOURCE

Eualuation question #9 is in many ways the most
significant question in the list, as it helps to eHplain impact and
is ripe with suggestions for future policy. It couRd easily be
eHpanded here by {) list of a dozen or more aspects. That would
be unprofitable. The particular framing of questions in this uein
will depend on the way data accumUlate and the specific
interests that surface during the eualuation.
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"Uariables" is a general term that couers, first of 811, the
obuious categories such 8S short us. long. But many other
categorizations of returnees such as were listed under
eualuation question # 1 (T. characteristics) can diuide the
information II in equally soUent ways.

The second aspect of "uariables" is the conditions in which
the returnee finds him/herst.,;lf. Ihere will be many questions in
the interview 6bout difficulties trainees h6ue faced in making
use of their skills, 6nd about facilitating conditions. Moreouer,
the eualu6tor wUI perceiue further uariables that cannot 611 be
anticip6ted (e.g., persens who changed jobs us. those who did
noU.

S8f'lPLE RNO TIMING OF 08T8 COLLECTION

All cases £Ire potentially useful in this broader-based
impact analysis; and data collection is, of course, on-going.

onT8 REDUCTION RNO RNRL'ISIS/REPORTS

Whereas crosstabulation of prespecified categories With
outcome are one W8yto approach the analysis, a further
strategy is !iuggested for 81 late stage in the eualuation when
many persons haue been interuiewed (at R+ 18 or later). The
eualuator would prepare a one-sheet account of the personls
imp.~ct and huue three informed persons (similar to those on the
selection committee) place them in 3 - 5 piles. The piles should
be !3forced tl toward specific sizes. If, for eHample, 80 tases are
to be sorted into four piles, a good strategy is to ask the jUdge
to pick out the most satisfactory half of the cases. Then, within
the top 40, he would pick the 12-14 most eHcelient; 6nd in the
bottom 40, the 12-14 With the least satisfactory outcomes. The
implied 1-to-4 ratings gluen by the indiuidual reuiewers would
be auer8ged. The eualuator should check how these end-ratings
are distributed within the uarious categories of persons and
types of training. He should also read the high-rated files to
look for hints about frequent origins of such eHcelience. Lower
priority would go to 8 similar reading of the low-rated files.

Here is a concrete eHample of the kind of summary the
evaluator would prepare for the eyes of the judging group only.
No attempt is made to strip out identification or particulars such
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as SBH. An attempt is made to present facts nonJudgmenteUy.
The case is written to demonstrate some of the mein
understandings underlying the eueluation plen, perticularly the
followi!lg:

1. I mpact is 8 p~"ocess eHtended in time; 8 weak early
result may not ten the significant story.

2. Economic indicet~rs at f)1T'~ time point cannot be taken at
face ua'tI.2.

3. Disguising tases in open reports will be difficult if not
. impossible. Moreouer, business secrets maybe
eHposed•

.ElL1mple. Obadiah Kebuki went in 1990 to study marketing
short,-term. He manages 6 b~Jbble-gum firm and had good
reportsa\ Hilt:! U~e of selectio~•• On return .he was enthusiastic
abotlt ideas acquired during u~$its to ~. S. firms.

At R + 8 thefbfts about his firm showed no -impact. - An
upward trend in sales ~nd 8 slight upward trend in number of
employees after his re\{' rn wos simply 6 continuation of what
was Ofcurring during his t1~Jfence.

Mr. Kabuki had thought mu~.. 1bout the Rmerican ideas of
RI8rket segmentation and "seliingtluJ Azzleinsteadof the
s'teak", end after he had been back some months he came up
with (I uelue-added bubble gum. The product would require a
source of tbe added ingredient; lack of a good source delayed
product intrttduction and held down suppiYa

The new Feelgood Bubble Gum found 8 ready market and OK
hired his wife part time as route salesperson dealing With stores
that serue well-to-do Kenyans. Net worth went down
so.nl:!whet, because of costs associat@d With permission to
impurt supplies.

Rs> 01 Dec. 1992, aware that this difficulty will continue, OK
has begun systei~6~it trial of seueral uarieties of Plant H on a
tract neaf loke lJictoric. (This emplOyS about 20 persons.) He
hopes that some ueriety will yield Plant H eHtroct 8t a gOOd rate.
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Then he can eHpand production and anticipates a sizable upscale
market. Moreouer, he entertains the thought of eHpanding the
acreage and eHporting Plant H eHtract.

These hopes may not be realized; but the Kabuki family,
which is underwriting the eHperiment, reg8rds Obadiah highly
and is likely to giue him steadily increasing responsibility in its
other enterprises.
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RNNEH E. FURTHER REMRRKS ON REPORTS RND ILLUSTRRTJ9E
EURLURTION REPORTS

The scope of work called for inclusion of an eHomple of the
kind of report the eualuator might submit. We haue decided
instead to offer two reports, capitalizing on the somewhat
different contacts we had with trainees ond wHh the files. Both
styles of report may be used by the actual e1J81118tion, and other
styles will also fit other kinds of information.

EHample 1. R thematic report

CIIUEIIT. Necessarily, this first specimen is based on imaginary
data and may not correspond to facts about the returnees. It is
influenced by stories we haue been told by informants, but un::
haue altered the stories so thet they no longer describe actual
case histories. 1111 names are fictione/,. Because the content is
not based on fresh data it will probably not come 8S unews'; this
is intended as an illustration of 8 possible style. This illustratiQn
presents only an olJerlJiew statement thflt could be distributed
to all audiences, not the documentation" ling actual report
would haue a preamble or anneH describing the number of
trainees and sources of euidence on which the description is
based, with emphasis on the length of time the informants haue
been back in Kenya.

Conditions affecting utilization of high-Ieus. training
Report # 17 from TFD eualuation, May 3, 1992. Prepared by O. p.

This report eHamines the impact of 10 high-Ieuel training ", by
which we mean actiuity that in dept" tlf specialization is aboue
the leuel of master's degree courses. The training may be short
or long, and need not be designed to lead to 8 degree. EHamples
of high-Ieuel trainees include Uniuersity faculty seeking
refresher courses or proposing to uisit research laboratories;,
gouernment engineers pursuing aduanced specialized
knowledge~and bankers desiring theoretical and practicel
understanding of world trade.

Rlmost all training programs at this leuel haue been
successfully deliuered. (We note the important eHcepUon th6t
two select.ees with poor grade records were not accepted by
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fi:-st-cB8S$ Rmerican schools, Gnd withdrew~) The trainees werre
well-prepared for the U. S. eHperlence ond hSlJe been welcomed
b!J whGteuer U. S. counterparts they sought as adiJ~sersm u. S.
academic institutions heue often prouided special attention 
beyond their ~cheduled CUlJrSe offerings - for $hort-term
;tfainees who want to learn much in 8 limited times

Some treinees have been unable to get training at the
desired lelJel~ homeuer. Ii conspicuous cluamp~e is Dr. B. Ksego,
whowisf!ed to ~e8rn 8 specialized kind of surgery. He was
accepted by 8 training hO$pital whose physitians eHplained the
releuant procedures. Ihnveuer, 8$ he leu::ked 6 licen$E! to practice
medicine in the U. S., it was impcssible for hfim to carry out ony
Qf th~ ~rocedures under superuision 61U1 so to be truiy trained.
Despite this disappointment, Dr. Kiago speaks h5gh~y of th'J
sHperience, saying this in part: liThe surgeons were generr'ous in
sharing their eHperience with me~ i haDe been able to modify
some of my techniques suttes$fully, but~ more importoiUt f I now
think differently abolEt how the operations ~ perform are
affected by other organ '!jstems. II

T~le bro8d questioia pOM!d here is whether high-Deuel
pro~I"8msof the typitsl "$~@rt term II dUfati'Jn proeJide fuBequat'1
opportunity for practical t3aiper§ente~ (The m~re uerbal side of
such inltruction has generally been much easier to gr8$p in III
few months.) Uisiting a l:1boratory where drugs ore tested on
animals and taiking thn)~~gh the IBHperimentoi plan, for eHomple,
is ~ much more dilute eHperieru:e Uuua rerrll0inh'Llj on the scene so
as to nue through the cG~legial intenu:tio9'a$ tlHll'i ;ansure data
quality, appropriate fHHtBysis, sm'.i ~crting1)ut of alternotiur,.
in t erp re t 01 t ions.

Returnees at Uds leuel veiry widely in their ~uccess in
putting their idefj~ and skiUs to use. If theretun~~eedrops back
into 6 It nithe II that is anstituUonany eoger to capitalize on the
training, progres$ is typically prompt and gratifyinr,. When 8

banker returns to his post and sHplain§ what he h~.<~ learned
about hedging in foreign currency, or a returned meteorologist
proposes to impr~u.H~ long~teYm forecasts by means of 8 new
computer moaei, they encounter no psychological or institutional
impediments. Time may pass before B new plan is in effect i

perhaps because equipment is not quickly 8uoil8ble; but when
the niche cans for speci~Uzed knowiedge the fresh eHperti§e is
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well receiued. [The report might go on to a short uersion of the
success story of Obadiah Kabuki, couered in RnneH 0.)

Where the high-Ieuel trainee returns with skills that do not
fit naturally into the traditions of the organization, only 8 small
fraction of the potential benefit from training is realized - at
least during the IS-month period ouer which we haue now
followed SiH such cases. Thf! returnee can employ new subskills
in his/her personal work, snd is usually encouraged in that.
Where a change in the structure or usual practice of the
organization is suggested, howeuer, many questions beyond
that of the returnee's eHpertise come into consideration.

Mr. J. Wakuya has eduanced training regarding
reforestation in dry areas. His agency has in the past called
upon non-Kenyen consultants to design its reforestation
projects. Mr. Wakuya's superior tells us thet he considers it
premature to allow Mr. Wakuya to take prim8ry re~ponsibility

for such designs. liThe success of these projects i'& too
important for us to take risks, and my ministry wants the
security of outside aduice," he says. We shall arrange from Mr.
WDku~I,J to work closely with our foreign consultants and in time
we eHpect to giue him more responsibility for design. II

Dr. K. Mangoro, the physician in charge of student health in
8 uniuersity, prouides a somewhat different eHample of the
same problem. His position is not a traditional one in Kenyan
uniuersities. Few of the faculty and administration understand
that student health seruices may properly range far beyond
clinical seruices for stUdents who are ill. Dr. Mangoro became
8cquainted with the full fange of needed student health
seruices, but is blocked in any attempt to deuelop a s~~stern of
seruices that would go beyond his personal efforts. ~ot only is
there no bUdget for staff apart from the clinical seruire but in
the Uniuersity there is no committee or other structure for
reuiewsng priorities and getting deuelopment of the seruice
under way. Dr. M8ngoro makes opportunities to discuss tt,e
need for health seruices with 8 number of faculty members Who
are sympathetic, and in time some of them may be able to
influence poliCy. Dr. Mangoro, not hauing faculty status, is
essentially without influence.
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The number of returnees at this leuel is too small to justify
a firm statement, but limitations on the use of high-Ieuel
training appear to be more common among those returning to
compleR organizations. This compleMity is particularly often
found in the public sector.

Selection committees may in the future wish to giue
special attention to the administratiue conteRt in which an
applicant hopes to use the proposed training. The committee
may consider it entirely appropriate to prouide training for 8

person Whose institutional setting makes full use of the training
uncertain; but that choice should be a conscious one.

Comment: I t is to be noted that this report is not limited
to just one of the "key questions." Rather, it sheds light on
Questions 2 (T. report on training), 7 (work effectiueness), and 9
(Correlates of effectiueness). We eHpect such multiple
releuance in most reports, ftnd out neHt eHample illustrates that
point also.

EHample 2. R case-oriented report

This sample report is based on three interuiews With
trainees in Kenya carried out by J. Rkong'a, R. Fleuret, T. Muraya,
R. Wanjau, and H. Leuine. I t is intended to be indicatiueof the
kind of report an eualuotor will make using qualitatiue interuiew
data. This sample report addresses seueral eualuation questions
(as noted below).

EHRMPLES OF JOB EFFECTIDENESS

This report is bosed upon discussions With three trainees
interuiewed 8t their places of employment in Nairobi in Rpril,
1990. It oddresses three eualuation questions (T. confidence:
work; Work effectiueness; and Community effectiueness). RII
three are in relatiuely senior positions, one in 6 priuately
operated, large-scale agribusiness (Mr. II R") and the remaining
two in parastatal organizations (banking - Mr. 'lOll - and
publishing - Mr. II P"). fill three were enthusiastic about the
challenges and opportunities of their workliues, euen though Mr.
B noted thot he connot eHpect uertical mobility in his
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organization because of his non-banking background. RII three
returnees eHpressed their belief that they were effectiue in
their jobs, and they had no difficulty en citing eHamples of
innouations or other forms of job-related effectiueness. Brief
summaries of their workplace (and professional) contributions
will be illustratiue of the kinds of impacts that they haue thus
for felt they haue had. In addition, the report will summarize
the connections they make between job effectiueness and
elements (formal and informal) of their U.S. training.

Mr" R - Rt the beginning of his interuiew, Mr. R noted that
he felt UI8t he had become II somewh61t of a different person II 8S

a result t'f his u.S. training. He mentioned that while he had
always been Ilanalytic and planful ll in his approach to life, his
u.S. eHperrence made him euen more "aggressiue II in this regard,
and he now also had a -broader perspectiue. - He returned to
the theme of his personal commitment to aduanced planning
seueral times during the course of the one and one-half hour
interuiew.

When asked whether he thought he was being effectiue at
work he responded by discussing three qualities of
effectiueness: getting things done on time; being aware of, and
following through on, goal setting; and aduanced planning of
what he needs to accomplish. Rs an eH8mpie of the latter he
pointed to his plan to recommend that his firm eHpand into a
new eHport crop. He organized his research into the economic
and legal aspects of the eMport of this crop, organized minutes
of meetings held on the sUbject, and obtained the proper sign
offs on aspects of the plan. Clearly, this was a personal project
which he was shepherding through the bureaucracy of his
company.

Interestingly, Mr. R cited a similar eHample of planning
from his own life. He directed his family to eH8mine with him its
future income and economic stability. Now 40 years-old, what
did the family want to be doing by the time Mr. R was 50? They
decided on a long-range, ten-year plan to augment their income
with tea plantings. To that end, they now haue almost one acre
of their land planted in tea.

From the prepared list of the IIlnteruiew Rgenda ll the three
most important areos of job effectiueness for Mr.R are
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·productiuity;' "deuelopment or implementation of Uma/money
seuing strategies," and "bringing a new technology or
organizational scheme. II Rs to the first, he has pushed his firm
to prouide good field education/eHtension for farmers. Farmers,
he argues, will then haue more money and will be able to
produce more. With more products to process, the factories in
Kenya will create new jobs. This will be good for the Kenyan
economy. Hs to the second, Mr. R talked about his company's
use of feasibility studies before ember-king on a project, but the
result~ of which may be ignored since implementation is often a
foregone conclusion. Under such circumstances, Mr. A argues
that it is eHceedingly important to contain costs, something
which he continually works at achieuing. Finally, Mr. R spoke
about his efforts While in the U.S. to eualuate neu~ technologies
for freeze-drying foods. But he also gaue 6 cor.sidered II balance
sheet H of the aduantages and disaduantages of such equipment
purch8ses: which technologies could be used in Kenya? would
the technology pay for itself in the long run? would it add a
competitiue aduantage by allowing different forms of product
packaging? would the new equipment be hard to seruice?

At the end of the interuiew, Mr. A returned to his theme of
being 8 more analytic person, of "someone who has learned IIhow
to eualuete things. II He runs his business life With a reflectiue,
but also aggressive, confidence. His speech is filled With
strategic thinking: "I f de cannot get through this way, why not
try another side?"; "Look at the problem as an opportunity"; "1
try to look at opportunity first, before I giue up on the problem II;
"Sometimes I leaue the problem for a day or week; often things
change and answers present themselues."

Mr. B - Mr. B notes that, since his return to Kenya, his
eualuaUons/ratings from his superiors haue improued. When
asked what euidence he can cite for increased job
effectiueness, he notes that he has been better able to keep
pace with his workload and that the quality of his work has
improued, such 8S his reports and his ability to handle meetings
and negotiations.

For euery quality of job effectiueness important to Mr. B
(10 out of the 14 possible in the self-ratings of Question #8 of
the Trainee IIlnteruiew Rgenda "), he was able to prouide I)

specific eHample. Among the more uisible efforts are his regUlar
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meetings with his staff where he actiuely solicits ideas from
them on improuements. He reports that they are more
enthusiastic about this new procedure than he had anticipated.
Rs 8 time/money sauing strategy, he has suggested using a
computer printout instead of 8 bound uolume to tircul8te cert8in
kinds of inform8tion, Which h8S saued both time and money. In
8ddition, he 81so was 8ble to conuince the finance depart~nent to
consolid8te their occounts on computer r8ther th8n manu8l1y,
81so 8 time-s8uing deuice. He helps others in his occupation by
meeting With managers from 21 other banks. Those in the
smaller institutions, he feels, rely on himself (and others) with
greater eHperience. He 81so giues talks for organizations like
the Federation of Kenya Employers once or tWice a month and
feels that the talks haue hod an impact.

Mr. B also discussed his plans for the future. He has
suggested enrichment programs for junior staff, and hopes that
this ideo will be accepted during the neHt fiscal year. Like Mr. R,
Mr. B has gotten quite planful and strategic when trying 10
implement organizational thange. He knows that the banking
industry is, by nature, conseruatiue and cautious, and thot
senior stoff see themselues as being 8t risk when change is
proposed. In response to one of his proposals for Change, he
was told to go step by step, to slow down and moue at the
common pace. Mr. B feels he has learned not only to introduce
new ideas slowly, but also to inuolue from the uery beginning
those who will eHperience the change. In group dynamics
eHercises as port of his U.S. program, he learned to let
employees contribute to the deuelopment of new ideas, thereby
encouraging their ownership of the idea and euen their belief
that it was their ideo to begin with.

Mr. P - Mr. P reports that his job responsibilities haue
increased because of his own initiatiue. Upon his return to
Kenya he prepared a report on his U.S. training and made
recommendations to senior management about the
computerization of their accounting department, warehousing,
and fin8ncia~ management. The managing director was
sufficiently impressed that he asked Mr. P to inuite management
for a demonstration of what the computer could do for the
company. This was, apparently, so successful that Mr. P was
asked to identify areas within the company where
fhicrocompute~'swould be useful. R proposal he prepared was
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opproued two months later, and computer purchases were
mode. He is now responsible for planning the training of st6ff in
the targeted departments.

Mr. P also discussed other ways in Which he feels he has
been effectiue in his workplace. His firm, for eHample, used to
operate on a one-year or, at the most, two-year plan. Since his
return, Mr. P has introduced a fiue-year plan on which he is
currently engaged. He learned in the U.S. that companies plan
for the neHt ten years and then work backwards, a strategy he
lYants to implement in Kenya.

When discussing qualities of effectiueness, Mr. P noted a
particular cost-salling measure that he was more willing to
entertain after his U.S. eHperience. This was the ideo of sub
contracting certain manuscripts to other publishing firms in
Nairobi, Where the work can be done more ineHpensiuely and
quickly. His training in the U.S. taught him to understand and
make use of local facilitie~ as cost-effectiue measures.

Mr. P also cited his new knowledge about Rmerican costing
procedures in the publishing business; and how, by contrast,
Kenyan practices actually discourage writers. Mr. P hopes to
alter this practice.

Mr. P mentioned other efforts he has made to impact his
organization and cited theie as euidence of being effectiue in
his job. He has tried to ~ntroduce What he perceiued te !le the
Rmerican style of informality in the workplace. He feels thot, as
a result, his superuisors and workers haue become more honest
and the relaHed atmosphere has allowed them to raise problems
early allowing sufficient opportunity for aduanced planning. He
has also been able to assist others: he can spot computer-based
errors in documents and has become II resource to others in the
firm who seek him out for help.

Finally, Mr. P has .branched out from his own work
enuironment. He notes that seueral publishers haue contacted
him. He has used his knowledge about publishing delays to
benefCt one competitor.

Mr. P feels that, because he is a senior manager, he has
been able to directly participate in policy formUlation. Howeuer,
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he has been giuen feedback that he is pushing too hard, and
realizes that he must sometimes go slower. He has also
aduanced the cause of informality in his workplace, in part so
that employees will be motiuated to work harder and on
weekends for the sake of the work, not me"rely the additional
salary.

RELRTION OF JOB EF'FECTIDENESS TO u.s. TRRINING

RII three trainees report specific connections between
elements of their U.S. training and qualities of their job
effectiuenes$ in Kenya. Mr. R, for eHample, felt that his project
management training taught him to inuolUe employees and co
workers in the ownership of new ideas and projects and galle
him specific strategies to bring this about. He also felt he
learned how to be genuinely customer oriented, and is now much
more likely to inuestigate 8 customer's problems thltn he might
haue in the past. Rt a U.S. farm, Mr. R also learned how
important the relationship of boss and worlcer was to
productiuity. He felt this to be critical for the Kenyan priua'ie
sector.

Mr. B cited his improuement in both oral end written
communication skills as a function of his U.•S. training. He felt
th6t his negotiating skins were enhanced, that he Isarned how
to do aUdits of the bank's treining needs, ond he learned how to
prepare written job descriptions for employees which he now
uses for senior leuel positions. Perhaps most important, he has
learned thot, for change to be effectiue, it must inuolue those at
the leuel of the organization for whom it was designed.

Mr. P, as discussed earlier, learned a number of specific
skills which he was able to translate to the Kenyan conteHt:
costing of books, use of local publishing firms to sUb-contrect
work to, reduced formality at the worksite to enable early
identification and solution of problems, and so forth. His U.S.
eHperience from outside the professional arena also taught him,
he says, that Rmericans are too fast, too committed to their
work. His similar efforts at his place of work halle met some
reSistance, and he has gotten feedback that he is pushing too
herd.
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CONCLUSIONS

The three trainees studied during the eualuation team's
work in Nairobi are obuiously highly self-directed and
industrious indiuiduals. All haue been able to identify areas
within their organizations Where change was possible. RII are
able to giue eHamples ~ often numerous eHamples - documenting
these changes and their own effectiueness in bringing them
about. Moreouer, two of the three are making impacts outside
of their particular workplaces. Mr. B makes presentations to
others in his field end serues in a formal capacity to professional
organizations. Mr. P has been asked by other publishing houses,
including competitors, for his help, to which he has agreed.

RII three are short-term trainees, though both priuate and
public (parastatal) sector are ir~cluded. Based on this uery small
sample, it is the public sector indiuiduals who haue been able, at
this point in time, to make the greatest impacts beyond their
own worksites. RII three, howeuer, haue made almost
immediate in-roads at their places of work and speak
confidently of their effectiueness. RII point to specific aspects
of their U.S. training whh:.h they feel they haue been able to
implement in Kenya. They do point to limit~tions in their
training, but their uiew of the training is ouerwhelmingly
positiue.

The future course of their careers, and those of other
short-term trainees, will be interesting to follow and to
compare with long-term trainees.
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ANNEH F. RECOMMENDED GROUND RULES ON CONFIDENTIALITY

For reasons eHplained in the body of the report, we
recommend these ground rules to maintain an ethical
relationship and a shared understanding with troinees:

1. Notes on face-to-face and telephone interlJiews will be
written by the eualuator and entered into the trainee's
confidential dossier. This material will remain priIJ8te to
the elJaluator and his or her staff.

2. To satisfy reporting requirements, the elJaluator may
need to write summaries of indiuidual interuiews and/or
of facts about groups of trainees. These summaries,
With names attached, will be auailable upon request to
no more than two designated indilJiduals from each of
the four eualuation user groups (Pragma, PrilJate Sector
Steering Committee, Public Sector Steering Committee,
USRIO/K).

3. I n reports or presentations fQrbr06der dissemination,
descriptions of indiuidualcases may be necessary. Rs
eHamples, tt~eeualuatormay be asked to prepare a
series of II success II stories, or of stories highlighting
typical difficulties in implementing change.
When possible, indiuidual identities will be masked to
protect confidentiality. Howeuer, indiuidual
circumstances of the case may be so unusual that
sanitizing the interuiew data will be neither practical
nor desiroble. In any such case, the eualuator will send
the account to the indiuidutil for his/her reaction. The
summary will not be released unless, perhaps after a
negotiated reuision, the person described approues the
release in writing.

4. During any interuiew, the eualuator will ask the trainee
to II flag II comments that he/she feels might create
difficulty or bad feelings if disclosed. I f this material
cannot be subsumed under a general conclusion
reuealing nothing about its origins, the eualuator will
work With the trainee to find an acceptable way to
present the m~terial or will keep it priuate.
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5. Indiuidual financial data or proprietary business
information supplied to the eualuator will be treated
with strict confidentiality if ~he trainee so requests.
Data on finances, number of employees, and the like will
be communicated outside the eualuation steff only in
statistical summaries for groups.
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RNNEH G. NOTES ON INTERUIEWS WITH PCTENTIRl EURLUflTORS

During our two-wee;c session in Kenya, the eualuation
planning team interuiewed four Kenyan researchers who were
regarded as potentially suitable fer the eualu8tor position. In
addition, we collected ~>esumes or materials from seuen other
p'otenti&1 candidates ond identified, by name, fiue other
researchers.

Of the eleuen indiuiduols on whom we halle background
datu, one is not Kenyan. Seuen haue had eHperience doing
euoluations of educ8tion61 and/or training programs (in Kenyo,
for the most perU, some hailing worked for usn I D. RII hold
doctorates in education-related fields or sociology, fiue from
American uniuersities and two from Kenyan uniuersities. RII
currently work: in Kenyan unluersities or research institutes.
Three of the indiuiduals are quite senior and are unlikely to be
interested in, or allailable for, 8 permanent eualuator position
(indeed, two eHpressed their lack of allallability to the
eualu8tion planning team, though one would like to haue his
priuote consulting firm under contnlct to perform the
eualuation). .

Of the four remaining potential candidates, 811 are
relatiuely junior. Whether they would leaue current
employment for the elJ8luator's position is unknown at this
point. More import.,nt, none are highly eHperienced in doing the
qualitatiue, quasi-ethnographic data collection caned for in the
TFD eU81uation design, 'hough some heue done interuiewing and
qU8litatiue data analysis in preuious projects. This is a
weakness, in most cases, that will need tobe ouercome with
additional tr~ining by an Qutside consultant.

Efforts ere still being made in Nairobi to identify other
candidates or to secure materiais6n names already on file. We
belieue thot the competency for the eualuotor position eHists in
Kenya, though we are concerned about aueilability of the best
people.




